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WELCOME  
 

Our world is an amazing place. With so much to experience and create, you want to 

make your unique and immersive mark.  

 

Yet thinking in these terms can be impossible, when just getting through the day is 

so hard. 

 

Likely you’re reading this because you or a loved one suffers from excessive fear 

and / or anxiety and you seek answers and you seek help. Perhaps you’ve tried 

many relaxation efforts to feel better and reduce the symptoms of fear and / or 

anxiety; such as deep breathing, being fully present, laughter, dancing, meditation, 

exercise, tapping, getting out into nature and the like. All good stuff which makes 

you feel much better. Cognitive Behavior Therapy or biological approaches such as 

recreational and prescription drugs can also take you from miserable to functional 

and are also very effective.  

 

Given this, why is fear and anxiety only becoming more of a problem for us all?  

And why are you seeking out new information, when all these methods should 

work just fine?  

 

The reason is --more pills, more technologies, more methods-- based on what’s 

clearly an escalating problem, are only proving to be temporary solutions. And 

none of these “solutions” offer any explanation of why this is happening. They 

never address the underlying cause. 

  

Which begs the question: why IS this happening? Why has fear and / or anxiety 

become such a problem for you, and for us all?  

 

What IS the underlying cause? 

 

Is it the nature of LIFE itself, you may wonder- is that the problem?  

 

Or is it the nature of our current lives, in that we’ve just become so busy? Much of 

the advice out there certainly does center around simplifying your life. Work less. 

Do less. Even if you don’t want to, this can often seem like the only option. You have 

to give up your hopes and dreams of living a more productive or adventurous life, 
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but if that’s what it takes to feel emotionally healthy, with a sigh maybe you figure 

you should do this.   

 

But what if…what IF… you could identify the underlying cause of your excessive fear 

and / or anxiety and find out that you’re merely in a bad habit? One that can clearly 

be identified.  

 

And what if, based on that information you could see another clear choice, an 

alternative that’s not just another temporary treatment for symptoms. An action 

that specifically addresses and turns around the underlying problem. Where you 

could not only feel better, but get back into and engaged in life again.  

 

That time is now. With this manual at your fingertips, I’m going to make it very 

simple and practical for you. I’ll start by explaining exactly where your excessive fear 

and / or anxiety comes from. Then I’ll target and address the underlying cause- 

which is the bad habit that you’re in.   

 

There simply is no need to suffer from excessive fear and / or anxiety or spend your 

entire life managing it anymore with this manual in your hands. It will be your 

pattern interrupter --your absolute turning point regarding fear and / or anxiety. 

Congratulations. Everything is about to change.   

 

Let’s get started.  

 

WHAT IS FEAR? 

 

Here’s all you need to know.  

 

There’s a part of your brain called the Amygdala --two almond shaped nuggets 

located at the top of your spine. It’s the manufacturing plant for fear.  

 

All data coming into your system is first run through this primary filter, where it 

determines safe or not safe. If there’s a perceived threat, it’ll send a shot of 

discomfort called fear into your body. That fear is supposed to flow into, through 

and out of your body for however long the threat is present --like water through a 

hose-- providing for you energy, alertness and fight or flight movement needed for 

survival.  
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Here’s the thing though. To the Amygdala, everything is threat, and it’s in charge. As 

a result, the discomfort of fear is with you every moment, of every single day, in 

nearly every single interaction you have. You don’t even need to leave your house 

to feel it. It’s part of your biology --as innate as your heart pumping blood or your 

gall bladder secreting bile.  

 

It’s not a fatal flaw. And it’s not complicated. Fear is a simple sensation of 

discomfort that flows through your body, with you from birth to death. It’s a perfect 

and simple system that keeps you --much like with cats, dogs, horses etc. --alert and 

ready to spring into life-saving action at all times.  

 

Add in, if you’re risk taker which we all are on some level --heck even going to 

kindergarten is a huge risk never mind if you take up rock climbing, start a 

business, fall in love, have a baby, ask the boss for a raise etc., to the Amygdala 

that’s a sign it needs to manufacture even more fear.   

 

All this may be clear and obvious to you or it may be completely under your radar. 

Many people claim to not feel fear. You’ll learn though, they feel other feelings 

instead, many of which will be revealed later in this manual.  

 

One of them, is anxiety.  

 

WHAT IS ANXIETY? 

 

We’ve gotten into a routine of re-naming fear. We call it nerves, butterflies, panic, 

angst, worry, and more. We don’t like to call it fear so we call it these things instead.  

 

We also call it anxiety. But make no mistake, anxiety IS fear. 

 

Specifically, anxiety is fear that’s recirculating round and round in your body, 

usually when there’s an on-ongoing, perceived threat. It sticks around until the 

threat has retreated, in order to keep you alert.  

 

Anxiety however, can also occur if the flow of fear gets stopped-up in your system. 

It works like this; imagine a kinked hose. If the fear is not running into, through and 

out of your system like water --if the hose is kinked-- it gets stuck there, looping 

round and round even after the perceived threat is gone. The war may have ended, 

the deadline is over, the plane has landed, she’s told you she loves you- yet you still 

feel that recirculating discomfort of fear, which we call anxiety. 
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And here’s the thing: anxiety is how fear communicates. It’s the language it uses to 

get your attention, to let you know something’s wrong. And if you feel excessive 

anxiety when there’s no more perceived threat, here’s what has gone wrong; that 

fear has inadvertently become trapped in your system and is now trying very hard 

to get your attention so you will do something about it.  

 

And if you don’t know exactly what to do about it, it can become trapped there for a 

lifetime.  

 

OUR GOAL WITH THIS MANUAL, REGARDING FEAR / ANXIETY 

 

Here’s where we get real about two things. First, because anxiety IS fear, we’ll refer 

to them collectively as fear / anxiety from now on.  

 

Second, now we acknowledge that our goal …is not to get rid of fear / anxiety. Oh 

no. Because that’s not possible. Even people you admire who seem to be free from 

fear / anxiety, or those who claim to be free, are not. It’s simply not possible, due to 

life being a scary experience and due to our biology. Plus, life without fear? They 

don’t realize this, but without it they’d actually be quite bored.  

 

Our goal for you then, that’s realistic, desirable and honors our biology, is to get rid 

of stopped-up, EXCESSIVE fear / anxiety.  

 

That’s right- natural levels, versus excessive levels. That’s what we’re going for. 

Otherwise life loses its texture, flow and pizazz.  

 

Let’s get to work. 

 

---- 

 

This manual is separated into two sections, each which comes in two parts.  

SECTION 1: PART 1. EXACTLY WHAT NOT TO DO REGARDING 

FEAR/ANXIETY, AND WHY 
 

Only by talking about what not to do first, can we get to the solution on a deeper 

way. Here’s where we dissect exactly what your bad habit is, that you’re in.  
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This information will be the foundation by which you can then turn your bad habit 

around.  

 

Note for speed readers: If this is your thing, by all means do it. But when you’re ready to 

immerse yourself in this work, please go back a second time and read it more 

thoroughly. What I outline is extremely different, each sentence is carefully picked and 

packed with meaning, it may seem redundant at times but it’s not, and I’m hoping the 

nuance of this manual can be available to you the second time around.   

 

WHY FEAR AND ANXIETY IS NOT A PROBLEM FOR SOME PEOPLE 

 

This section is not meant to be offensive. It’s here to deepen your understanding.  

 

The difference between you and someone who seems to have no issues with fear / 

anxiety, is entirely dependent upon how you react to or deal with your fear. 

 

Now, do people who seem to have no issues with fear / anxiety, know how they deal 

with it? Not likely. It’s usually under their radar. Because everyone is different too, 

there’s no exact way. They may cite ‘I don’t let it get to me’, or ‘I manage it well.’ But 

don’t assume they know for sure or can capture in words what their experience 

really is.  

 

After 33 years of real-world experience and research, here’s though, what I can 

capture on their behalf: people who experience no issues or natural levels of fear / 

anxiety, the one common trait is: they’re in flow with it. Flow means, they allow it its 

rightful place in their lives. Which is great habit. Usually this is an unconscious 

reaction; but on some level they expect it, are fine with it, welcome it, and thus it 

organically flows into, through and out of their lives like water.  

 

When the opposite occurs; when you feel ashamed for having fear, when you wish 

it weren’t so, when you think that something is wrong with you that you feel this 

fear / anxiety, when you don’t allow it its rightful place in your life… then you form a 

bad habit. You unconsciously don’t allow it to flow. You kink the hose, and that fear 

gets stopped-up in your system.    

 

HERE IS YOUR BAD HABIT 

 

Whatever you resist, persists. --The Art of Fear 
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Let’s go in deeper. What happened is: when you were younger, likely a parent or 

other influencer said or did something to you that I call; Fear Shaming. They 

probably had good intentions, but maybe the first time you said, I’m scared” they 

told you in return, “there’s nothing to be afraid of.’ This sent a message that fear is 

not real, and there’s something wrong with you that you feel it.  

 

There are many examples of Fear Shaming besides this one. Perhaps a teacher told 

you that fear is an enemy or not to let it get the better of you. I could go on but 

where the message came from, how in what form doesn’t matter anymore. What 

does matter is that fear shaming sets in motion a pattern where you learned -likely 

to gain their approval- to stop the flow of fear.  

 

There are many ways to stop the flow of fear, and likely your way mirrors your 

influencer’s way. Perhaps you learned to fight or control fear by using your intellect 

like a sword to rationalize it away. Or you learned to ignore it. Or you learned to 

replace it with something more positive. There are as many ways to stop the flow of 

an emotion as there are people.  

 

No matter your style, here’s an analogy to bring it closer to your heart and really 

help you understand why this is a bad habit. Imagine fear as a person in your life, 

maybe a child.  Now imagine that you’re ashamed of this child. Or, you fight the 

child. Pretend the child doesn’t exist. Try to turn them into something they’re not. 

After a while, how would that child react and treat you in return? 

 

Exactly. That child would become very agitated and start acting out. Now imagine 

the child has a strong personality and will not be denied, which is what we have 

with fear. Can you see that child, after years or even decades of this neglect and 

abuse, is now retaliating? It becomes desperate to get your attention in irrational or 

excessive ways. It’s trying to let you know that something’s wrong. And what’s 

wrong is, you’re abusing it, and until you stop, it’ll only scream louder and louder.  

 

I like this analogy because it outlines clearly that the discomfort of fear, actually, 

isn’t the problem. Fear isn’t to blame for your issues. It has never been the problem. 

Rather it’s your reaction to the discomfort that is the problem. You’re the one 

neglecting, abusing, fighting or in general --resisting this child called fear. You 

started it. And it’s merely fighting back.  
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WHY YOU HAVE EXCESSIVE FEAR / ANXIETY 

 

As children tend to do when they’re neglected or abused, they get upset and speak 

out, trying to get your attention. Same with fear. 

 

If over the years you keep doing it, using whatever your learned style (I’ll call it 

resistance from now on), that fear will only become more upset, and even more 

and more desperate to get your attention.  

 

Next thing, any number of problems can present themselves. Maybe it tries to get 

your attention in an irrational way- until you’re scared of things that don’t make any 

sense. Maybe you feel fearless in one area of your life (work?), but it will not be 

denied so it shows up excessively in another area (relationships?). 

 

Or, it can circulate as chronic or excessive anxiety.  

 

Fear can also get really clever and hijack your mind to run its undealt-with agenda 

in your thoughts. When this happens, fear can be as maddening as a swarm of 

locusts trapped in your head. Next thing your fear seems complicated, removed 

from its original intention, out of reach and definitely no longer a simple feeling of 

discomfort in your body.  

  

I’ll cover these more in a bit but can you see, the reason why you have your 

problem with fear / anxiety, is that your resistance to this naturally occurring 

emotion is causing it to act out and persist. 

 

Here’s one big, final point too. The awful feeling that you associate with fear / 

anxiety? Is usually not the fear itself anymore- intended to provide energy, 

alertness and fight or flight movement needed for survival. That awful feeling, is 

more often your resistance to fear. That’s what you’re feeling that’s so 

uncomfortable. The resistance itself.   

 

WHAT EXACERBATES IT THAT MAY SURPRISE YOU: 

 

Whatever you try to control, winds up controlling you back -The Art of Fear 

 

We seek to reduce the symptoms of fear/ anxiety using relaxation efforts such as 

deep breathing, being fully present, laughter, dancing, meditation, exercise, 
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tapping, getting out into nature and the like. All good stuff that makes you feel 

much better. The upset child quiets down, or even goes away.  

 

With all this, you have such distinct moments of relief that you think; this must be 

the answer. I must keep this up! But alas, while such efforts work to help you feel 

better for a moment, they leave the child no option but to work harder, like in a tug-

of-war, to get your attention.    

 

Fear comes back after each relaxation effort --each time sooner than the last, 

whining louder and louder, staying longer and longer. The more effort you put in, 

looking to gain that same relief, looking for more and greater ways to 

ignore/fight/release/let go of and generally resist the child, the bigger a tug-of-war 

problem you create. Until years later you’re working full time to quiet down that 

now hysterical child, who has only grown more desperate than ever for your 

attention.  

 

This is why excessive fear / anxiety is getting to be so rampant and only getting 

worse for you, and for us all. Because turns out, and this will likely surprise you: the 

treatment for it, is actually the cause.  

 

LOOKING AT IT FROM ANOTHER ANGLE 

 

I’m a huge fan of all these efforts. Make no mistake. Dancing? Nature? Who 

wouldn’t be? But if you’re using these as treatment for your excessive fear / anxiety, 

they become problematic.  

 

To understand further, turn it around and see yourself as that child called fear for a 

moment. Add in that you have a really strong personality, and you will not be 

denied. 

 

If every time you show up in your parents’ life with something important to say, 

what if they showed no willingness to listen. As you try to speak, they start dancing 

or go for a bike ride to get away from you. They take deep breaths to breathe you 

out of their lives. They train their brains to be desensitized to you. When they 

meditate, they don’t do so as a way to spend quality time with you but instead, to 

shut you up.   

 

Then, as a last resort when none of this works well enough, they take recreational 

or prescription drugs to medicate you away. That’ll shut you up, finally.  
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We’ve all been children so try that on now. How would this make you feel? And how 

would you react in return?  

 

(Note: in no part of this manual or in any of my work will I suggest that you get off your 

medication. I’m not a doctor, and I would never make that claim. I’m only pointing out 

what’s going on, that you may not be aware of.) 

 

IT CAN SHOW UP IN DIFFERENT WAYS 

 

I’ve touch down briefly on a few ways stopped-up fear can show up. Now we’ll go 

into greater detail. When trapped in your body, fear usually acts out in two distinct 

ways: 

 

1. The fear now shows up as an exaggerated version of itself  

 

The general sense is: If you lock a child in in the basement, it’ll burn the house 

down. If you abuse a cat, it’ll crap on your pillow. If you trap a wild horse, it’ll kick its 

way out.   

 

Stopped-up in your system, whenever fear sees a chance it’ll act out and become as 

loud, irrational, uncomfortable, whining, or moody as possible—so that you cannot, 

will not, continue to ignore or resist it. As a result, you’ll feel pickled in an 

unreasonable amount of irrational or excessive fear, anxiety, nerves, worry, etc. The 

message being; “stop doing this!” and “pay attention to me!” 

 

As mentioned, it can do this by hijacking your mind to run its unfulfilled agenda in 

your thoughts. The Amygdala, after all, is up there and ready to rumble with other 

parts of your brain if need be. The thoughts may present themselves at all times, or 

they may occur at the strangest moments- driving down the road you’re hit with a 

panic attack. At night they can wake you up and start swirling. During an activity 

that you’re familiar with, suddenly you have terror that has never occurred before.  

 

It can also show up as anxiety, maybe circulating all the time or just in one area of 

your life (flying, work, love, sports) but not in others. I see this with professional 

athletes a lot. They may be fearless in their sport but have panic attacks or chronic 

anxiety in their regular lives.  
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It can also come out as phobias. OCD. Or a heightened fear ‘of something’ like 

rejection or failure. For others it’s a low-grade constant drip that isn’t tied to 

anything. The rule is; No one is the same. But the one common trait is, if you feel 

any kind of exaggerated version of fear/ anxiety, just know it’s caused by your 

resistance to fear.  

2. It shows up re-directed as another form of emotional discomfort   

 

The general sense is: If you lock a child in the basement it will disguise itself in order 

to get out. If you squeeze a balloon, it’ll bloop out any opening. If you’re at war, your 

enemy forms alliances with other countries as a way to grow stronger.  

 

If you refuse to feel fear because it’s perceived as weakness, it can disguise itself 

then and show up in other ways. Perhaps, you feel great anger instead. After all, 

you have to feel something, and anger feels more powerful. Or, if anger is 

unacceptable, you feel great sadness- which is sweeter and gentler. The point 

being, all the emotions being tied together, if fear needs to covertly ride anger like a 

rocket to the surface or show up in your tears to make itself known, so be it.  

 

It can also show up re-directed as jealousy, shame, guilt, worthlessness, frustration 

or any form of emotional turmoil, which beneath, lies fear. If you refuse to feel fear, 

what you’ll feel instead is one or several of these.  

 

Which is why, even if someone claims to not feel fear / anxiety, it’s there. Especially 

if what you feel seems excessive in any way, your resistance to fear either has 

something, or everything to do with it. 

 

Bonus Insights:  Did you know your personality can be altered based on your resistance 

to fear? You may become cocky, arrogant or self-righteous. These traits are a way to 

protect yourself from having to feel fear. You may throw your un-dealt-with fear at 

others in the form of blame, and make them deal with it on your behalf. You may 

become controlling over a child, relationship, or career as a way to try and control your 

fear. You may lose touch with yourself and feel lost, because you’ve lost touch with your 

fear. If you feel like fear is a flaw, every time you feel it (which is all the time) you may 

experience poor self-esteem. The list goes on and on.  

 

Your body also takes on the posture of your resistance to fear. If you try to hide your fear 

from others you may slouch. Or, you could become rigid and stiff so as to not let fear 

reach you. This can result in body aches and certainly with athletes, injuries. That 

stopped-up flow of emotion can also become like a pool of stagnant water trapped in 
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your body, ripe for bacteria, cancer and other illness to thrive. The emotion can become 

rigid and stuck in your shoulders, lower back, stomach or more, causing great pain. This 

list also, goes on and on.  

 

AND, IT CAN SHOW UP AT DIFFERENT LEVELS 

 

It’s not black or white. You’re not either in flow with fear or you’re not. You don’t 

either give the child your consideration or you don’t. With everything, it varies day 

to day, moment to moment.   

 

Given this, your symptoms that come from the resistance to fear / anxiety can show 

up in mild, medium, to severe ways. 

 

If severe, you’re likely convinced that fear is a sign of personal weakness, are 

adamant about getting rid of it, are at war with fear and thus at war with yourself, 

and that effort has likely consumed your life. The child is permanently by your side, 

now screaming, hysterical, dysfunctional, and immature, trying again and again to 

get your attention, while you continue your ongoing extensive efforts to make the 

child go away. 

 

If it’s medium, there’s some part of you that’s ok with the fear. Or you’re ok with it in 

one area of your life, but not in another. Thus, the problems associated with your 

resistance to fear will be not as severe. Alas, this can be a worse stuck place than 

the above, because then it’s not as big a problem for you that you’re willing to do 

anything more permanent about it, other than symptom management. You can get 

stuck here, forever.  

 

If it’s mild, your fear is only slightly agitated, either because there’s something scary 

going on in your life (which there always is), and / or it’s not getting adequate 

attention from you. In this case, some part of you still is a decent parent. Some part 

of you is in flow with that fear. The only issue then, is perhaps you’re in the bad 

habit of thinking life isn’t supposed to involve fear / anxiety, which it is. This belief 

alone can cause a mild problem.  

 

A QUICK CHECK IN 

 

Maybe you’re familiar with my work and have heard these concepts before. Or this 

is entirely new information. Either way, let’s take a moment to check in before we 

proceed.  
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What I’m saying is: fear is not a problem to be solved or managed, conquered or 

controlled, let go of or altered in any way. If you take on that role, this will cause 

problems for you. The things you do to feel better will work for a moment, but 

they’re symptom control only, inadvertently exacerbating your underlying fear / 

anxiety problem at the core. They only will make you feel worse over time.     

 

This can be shocking information. All you’ve done to feel better, only makes you feel 

worse? Check in then, to see if there’s any push back from you. If there is, here’s an 

overview that can be very helpful. 

 

I get that likely, you’re very invested in your path. You’ve possibly spent years or 

even decades trying to get to a point where you feel better. With your efforts, you 

may have gotten to; ‘it’s so much better now than ever before” or “I’m actually 

feeling ok now.” Your hard work to quiet this child down and / or desensitize 

yourself to that child’s tirade has paid off. The child has not given up, but can be 

sufficiently managed so that you have at least some peace. And, you hate to give 

that up, right? 

 

Given this, let me assure you, you don’t have to give that up. Whatever progress 

you’ve made is an accomplishment to be proud of.  

 

What I suggest, is why don’t we try something new from here? Let’s alter your 

course, if only for a while. I’ve taken many clients down this new path and we’ve 

found it to be extremely helpful. It starts with --for however long you’ll give this-- an 

open mind to new perspectives and new advice, while knowing you can go back to 

your prior trusted path, anytime you decide this isn’t for you. Fair enough?  

 

IT STARTS WITH OWNING YOUR PART ON THIS 

 

Here then --if you’re ready-- is the first challenging information that could make you 

recoil or reluctant to move forward. Sit with this though, to merely see what you 

see. 

 

I’m suggesting that your excessive fear / anxiety, is your fault. Yes, parents or other 

influencers conditioned you. Yes, society supports resistance to fear. And yes, prior 

to reading this, likely you’ve been blaming fear for holding you back. That if it 

weren’t for fear, you’d be fine.   
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Lots of blame can be found. Add in that the only fear you or most of us know is the 

fear that’s being abused, ignored and resisted - so it’s acting out much like anyone 

would if they’re being treated that way. In a fight with another person, you can be 

convinced for years that they’re the problem. They started this. They’re the ones 

acting irrational and excessive. You’re a victim to how rude they are. That would be 

a hard belief to shake.  

 

Can you see though, by doing the opposite and acknowledging that it’s your fault, 

that shift is actually, very empowering. It requires you to go inside and consider a 

completely different perspective, where you’re courageous enough to take 

responsibility for creating this problem, thus taking responsibility for your life. 

Anytime you take responsibly for your life that’s a powerful moment.  

 

If you can sit with this deeply personal insight, of; oh, I’ve been not treating this child 

in my life correctly, that’s the problem. I did this. I’m the one who picked this fight- not 

the other way around. From that place only then can you begin your journey. Are 

you willing to do that?  

 

If yes, I have great news. Fear is excited to hear that, won’t hold any kind of grudge, 

and would love to have a new, more healthy and considerate relationship with you. 

It’s only here to help you. Always and forever.  

 

If yes, we begin. 

 

THE BOTTOM LINE ON PART 1:  

 

A man is sitting on a park bench and a bird hops up to him. He looks down and says, 

“Oh no, you’re not the bird you’re supposed to be.” 

 

He picks up the bird and takes out some clippers. He trims the tail feathers, thins out the 

wings, and clips off the front inch of the bird’s beak. He puts the bird back down and 

announces, “There! Now you’re the bird you’re supposed to be.” 

 

Kind a ridiculous story isn’t it? But that’s what we do. We want so badly to be who 

we think we should be, versus who we are. And who we are- are creatures who have 

an Amygdala, and have fear. We’re fearful creatures. When we try to alter, change, 

let go of, cut off with sheers or generally resist that biological reality, it only causes 

problems.  
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It puts us at war with ourselves, even at war with life itself. It’s a bad habit that we’re 

all in. One taught and passed down for generations. And now, because life has 

gotten to be so fast-moving, we can no longer get away with it. Excessive fear / 

anxiety is only on the rise. Keep it up, pretty soon we’ll all be medicated. 

 

What’s the definition of insanity? Trying the same thing over and over, expecting 

different results.  

 

It’s time to stop this insanity, and try something new. Its time put the sheers down. 

Let me show you how.  

 

WHAT WE’LL NOW DO  

 

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new 

eyes. 

—Marcel Proust 

 

When it comes to excessive fear / anxiety, if you want to feel better not just for a 

moment or a day, but take it down permanently to natural levels, you have to pick 

the right effort so you don't waste years of your life, spend thousands of dollars, 

burn out in the process, or eventually give up. 

 

Right effort starts with first acknowledging where the problem with fear / anxiety 

comes from, which is you’re in a bad habit learned early on, leading to how you 

react to fear. A habit that has been supported and therefore exacerbated by 

modern society through the most common symptom treatments for excessive fear 

/ anxiety.  

 

Right effort ends with, you’re going to learn how to feel your fear in an honest way. 

With the help of this manual, that’s where you’re headed. Now, a caveat: if you have 

persistent, old, recirculating fear looping since an earlier trauma event in your life, 

that doesn't mean you have to re-live the story. That's different. That's in your 

mind. In your body remains the feeling only, which is what you’ll access and learn 

how to feel in Section 2.  

 

‘Til then, the remainder of Section 1 is a deeper discovery into these concepts, and 

a personal inventory of your specific bad habit and stuck place.  
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I’m going to outline the 5 most common resistance methods I’ve seen. My intention 

is not in any way to criticize these methods, as they’ve helped millions who struggle 

go from miserable to functional, for decades. 

 

They however, cannot sustain us from here, as the world is just moving too fast. 

After decades of trying these over and over expecting different results, while they 

work great for a moment, fear / anxiety is only getting worse. The issue is, they 

continue to support the belief that fear is something to be fought and controlled, 

causing it to fight and control us back.  

 

Trying something new, starts by addressing these first, and why they’re not 

working.  

SECTION 1: PART 2. TOP 5 THINGS NOT TO DO REGARDING 

FEAR/ANXIETY, AND WHY 
 

Here are some of the most common ways people are taught to deal with excessive 

fear / anxiety. They’ve offered us precious breathing room and we’re deeply 

thankful for that, but now they’re meant to be questioned. Can you recognize your 

own habits in this list?  

 

Note: these are trusted paths. They work great for symptom control, are designed 

and are even scientifically proven to make you feel better. Here’s a description why, 

however, they’ve ultimately caused problems for us.  

 

In these descriptions, you’ll start to gleam the new habit we’re aiming for. Given 

this, please read every word, even if they don’t seem to apply to you. By doing so, 

you’ll start to put the bigger puzzle together, and you don’t want to leave any piece 

behind or your final picture will be confusing or incomplete.    

 

BEFORE WE GET STARTED, AN IMPORTANT OVERVIEW:  

 

Here is a mathematical equation that’s the theme for this entire manual: 

 

Suffering = Discomfort x Resistance  

  

Let’s break it down. The discomfort in this case, is fear flowing through your body. 

It’s innate --as innate as your heart pumping blood. Life is scary. Traumatic things 
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happen. You will feel it, and you cannot escape this or lower that number in our 

equation. Even if avoid risk, fear will still be there, perhaps fear of missing out 

(FOMO) on life, because of your unwillingness to feel fear (wink). 

 

Reminder: your emotional discomfort may not feel like fear / anxiety. It could show 

up redirected in other ways. Just know that with any emotional discomfort, fear is a 

primary ingredient in that feeling. If its physical discomfort, fear usually has 

something to do with it as well.   

 

The resistance part of our equation; know that’s also innate. You resist unpleasant 

anything like the heat of a hot stove or a mean person. But when it comes to 

emotions, which are not hot stoves but rather fuel for your journey, while 

resistance is natural (fear is uncomfortable, after all), it’s made much worse by 

being explicitly taught. 

 

I’m about to outline several ways we’re taught to resist fear --the most common. 

Resistance aggravates fear / anxiety, and it should not be taught. It must be 

understood that in this equation by far the problem is not the discomfort itself, 

because it’s biological and innate. Rather the resistance is the problem, which is 

more of a learned behavior. It makes fear suffer, thus it makes you suffer. Get this 

now, the resistance is the problem, not the discomfort.  

 

With this equation in mind, here’s our list of 5 things NOT to do, and why.  

1. Try to Understand Your Fear / Anxiety, and Where It Comes 

From  
 

Remember when I explained ‘What is Fear?’ The first sentence read: Here’s all you 

need to know.  

 

I wrote this because beyond what I outline in that section plus understanding that 

your resistance is the problem, further attempts understand fear / anxiety will not 

help us and instead, use up a lot of time, money and energy. 

 

Let’s break it down.  
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WHY WE DO THIS 

 

In the Eastern world, a cartoon of a lightbulb switching on above a man’s head 

represents his mind disappearing. In the Western world, a lightbulb switching on, 

represents his mind igniting. This is so, because we’ve become a society who 

worships logic --things that can be proven, scientific facts and more. In our modern 

school system, you’re only considered ‘smart’ based on your ability to logically grasp 

things.  

 

We’re so focused on logic in fact, as the cultural problem with excessive fear / 

anxiety has grown, we assume it’s time to use what we call our intellect to fix this 

problem, just as we have any other—like fixing a broken car. It’s called a top-down 

approach, where we seek to have everything explained and understood as a way to 

limit, change or ultimately control it.  

 

Thus, Psychology Today has ongoing reports describing new scientific discoveries 

about the fear response. Neuroscience is on the job studying what chemicals get 

released and for how long they remain in your system (10-90 seconds) when fear is 

around: norepinephrine, adrenaline, cortisol and the like. Biofeedback identifies on 

a computer screen what part of our brains get triggered when a threat is present. 

All fascinating information, and on some level useful.   

 

WHY THIS WONT HELP 

 

Our need to logically understand things is great when learning math, building 

bridges, managing city traffic and more. But when it comes to emotions, it’s limited 

because here, we’re trying to grasp the ungraspable. It’s like trying to understand 

the universe --a tremendous amount of effort, you have to be a genius or hire a 

genius to decipher only a few minor details, and all you discover is but a fascinating 

yet somewhat insignificant blip in the bigger, ungraspable picture. 

 

For example, understanding what chemicals get released when you’re around your 

ex or that your Amygdala lights up green on a computer screen when giving a 

speech (less so when you take this pill or hook up to this nifty machine that you can 

buy for only $99) --that information is useful. You now know to avoid being around 

your Ex. But likely you already knew that. And it offers no explanation of why you 

feel so nervous when giving a speech.  
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It’s limited because, everyone’s different. Emotions come and go faster than the 

speed of light. They can show up in as many ways as there are people. The second 

you see something --like a single rock in the universe-- that information doesn’t 

explain the rock, alter it, or even if you learn clever ways to blow it up, doesn’t make 

much of an impact that universe. Nothing, for all this effort, gets changed.  

 

WHY THIS ACTUALLY CAUSES FURTHER PROBLEMS 

 

Imagine that you want to be in love. Imagine using your logical mind to try and 

understand love. Maybe you read books about it. Write about it. Talk about it at 

parties. All interesting stuff. You’ll feel like you’re prepping yourself in some way 

once you find the right person (or puppy, or kitten), so you can fall in love, right?  

 

Can you see though, it’s wrong effort. Beyond a basic understanding of what love is, 

it was never meant to be logically understood. Same with fear. Some things are only 

meant to be felt and experienced.   

 

Ok, fair enough. But why does trying to understand fear actually CAUSE further 

problems? Here’s why: in using our intellect to understand and thus hopefully take 

us closer to solving emotional problems, instead it takes us further and further 

away from that ability --like a train racing away from the station. For the solution is, 

at the core we need to learn how to feel and experience our fear whenever it shows 

up, in an honest way. You can’t do that though, if you’re stuck in your intellect. The 

concern is, in keeping this up, some day we may forever leave behind our ability to 

ever feel it. We’re not there with love because certainly we know better, but we’re 

almost there with fear. 

 

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD 

 

No matter how smart we are, can we acknowledge that sometimes life isn’t about 

logic and figuring things out? Is that possible? Imagine for a moment, what would 

get lost if all could be scientifically understood --the mystery, the wonder, and the 

experiential part of life.  

 

Love --it’s a feeling in your body. We should write poetry about it. And we should 

learn how to thoroughly feel, experience and express it. The same goes with fear / 

anxiety. It exists in your body where logic doesn’t live. It’s only meant to be felt and 

experienced, and expressed. The overriding rule to remember is: emotions are not 

meant to be dealt with intellectually. They’re meant to be dealt with emotionally.  
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To get there, we need to access an entirely different intelligence that exists within 

us—perhaps one that you’re not familiar with in the slightest based on how you 

were raised. A non-habitual intelligence that you can nurture, that’s alive and well 

and ready for your attention. That as long as you use your logical mind, you cannot 

access.  

 

It starts from a place of Not Knowing, Not Seeking, Not Thinking. Like when you 

look at the rain, when you feel love, when you eat a sausage, when you run on a 

mountain trail --you don’t need to know what it means or why it’s happening. 

Transcend your need to understand and only then can you feel it, sense it, taste it, 

or even enjoy it. That’s what we’ll go for with fear. 

 

We’re going to stop looking for clarity, understanding or answers, and as you’ll soon 

learn, seek only to ponder questions --the right questions, which leads to a different 

kind of awareness that goes beyond logic.  

 

Learn how to do this, and fear / anxiety will become only about sensation. This is 

what will change everything.   

 

SUMMARY: 

 

The only true wisdom is knowing you know nothing. --Socrates  

 

If you try to understand your fear / anxiety, make no mistake it’s a form of 

resistance. It’s a crutch so you don’t have to feel your emotions, keeps you 

distracted for years, and doesn’t allow you a chance to arrive at a deeper clarity 

found beneath logic and reason.  

 

When you realize that even with a million neuroscientists on the job for a million 

years, we’ll still know nothing about fear / anxiety --where it comes from or why it’s 

here, only then will you have arrived at a very deep insight, one of the deepest 

there is.  

 

From this place, you can be free from that need to logically understand your 

emotions and can finally approach them in a completely new way. One that doesn’t 

take up so much time, money and energy. Only then, can you learn how to deal 

with them emotionally.    
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2. Talk and Think About Your Fear / Anxiety with a Therapist   
 

This may seem similar to the last one but I’m putting it in a different category 

because it’s more personal. Less about us as a collective and more about you, this 

refers to talking and thinking about your fear/ anxiety with a friend or therapist. 

 

WHY WE DO THIS 

 

Using your intellect to solve all problems is like using only a screwdriver to build 

your whole house. Let’s just say, it has its limitations. Yet the first thing you’ll think 

to do if you struggle with excessive fear / anxiety is, talk and think about this 

problem with a friend or therapist.  

 

You do this because your intellect is a very clever tool. It gains you important clarity, 

like: Oh! I feel this because I made a mistake in my marriage. Because I was mugged 

last year and haven’t gotten over it. Because my mom never showed me love. 

 

Using it, you can cleverly hash over, make sense of or dissect incidents or stories 

from your past --5 minutes ago or 5 decades ago-- of why you feel so much fear / 

anxiety today. You may even use talk therapy to hash over why you’ve been 

resisting your emotions. It helps because remember, by seeking answers to your 

many questions including “why do I feel this way?” you gain clarity or certainly 

about fear / anxiety as a way to limit, change or ultimately control it. If you can 

understand it, you can control it, right?    

 

If you can control it, that means you have control over your life.  

 

WHY IT WONT HELP 

 

The Monk approached the Master and asked, “I want to achieve enlightenment. If I work 

with you, how long will it take me?”  

 

The Master replied, “10 years!” 

 

The Monk was taken aback. That’s a long time! He asked, “What if I work twice as hard, 

nights, weekends. Then how long?” 

 

The Master replied, “20 years!”  
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When you talk and think about your excessive fear / anxiety with a friend or maybe 

in therapy, it becomes like this giant, complicated jigsaw puzzle with pieces 

scattered all over, appearing and disappearing, and you have no idea what the 

puzzle is even supposed to look like when completed. Any clarity you have, it’s so 

impermanent anyway, in six seconds it’ll change.  

 

Plus, you’re back in your logical mind every time, dealing with your fear / anxiety 

intellectually.  

 

Even if you use talk therapy to explore “I need to have a better relationship with 

Fear,” that’s still you stuck in a loop, when the only thing that matters is your 

subsequent actions. How can you apply these clarity moments to actually have a 

better relationship with fear? Without action, it’s like going round and round talking 

and thinking about love, running, or eating a sausage. It’ll never satisfy you.   

 

Only eating the sausage, will.    

 

WHY THIS ACTUALLY CAUSES FURTHER PROBLEMS 

 

Imagine having a roommate who hurts you; punches you in your belly every day. 

You could look into the science of this --how the pain response works, noticing your 

pupils are dilated, sweat has increased, your mind is racing. Then buy the $99 

product to lessen your pain. 

 

You could also talk and think about it --perhaps with a therapist—mulling over the 

details about it, when and where it happens, why the roommate does it, what it 

feels like, what to do about it (the most common advice we’ll explore in sections 3, 

4, and 5). 

 

Can you see, this never actually resolves anything? Instead, it transfixes you for 

years while you try and sort out minute details. You can get lost in that process 

forever.  

 

Why this causes worse problems is; it offers the clearest path to resistance I see. If 

you’re in your head mulling over your fear / anxiety, it looks on the outside that 

you’re doing something to resolve it. It feels on the inside that you’re doing 

something to resolve it. Yet you’re only supporting yourself staying in your head, 

which is an ongoing way to still, not have to feel it. It may seem like you feel it, for 
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sure therapy is a place where you can freely share and express your emotions, but 

mostly what you express is your resistance to the fear, and not the fear itself. 

 

And when the puzzle proves elusive, you do the next best thing which is judge the 

roommate (fear) and the pain he’s inflicting. A soap opera then forms around those 

judgements, introducing drama, rigid beliefs or feeling like a victim. Which 

reinforces ongoing resistance to the roommate, and the pain.  

 

All this gives fear / anxiety magical powers over your life that it should not have.  

 

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD 

 

“No problem can be solved by using the same intelligence that created it, you must learn 

to see the world anew.” -Einstein.  

 

Look at that quote and really ponder it. The intelligence that created your problem 

of excessive fear / anxiety, is that you’re in your head about it. It’s where your 

problem came from. Trying to understand something than cannot be understood, 

plus talking and thinking about it will not only transfix you for years, but is actually 

the biggest form of resistance to fear / anxiety that I see.   

 

The reason why is, and really get this: anytime you’re in your head about your fear, 

you don’t have to feel it.  

 

It’s time though, to see the world anew. If you really want to feel better, which 

comes by accessing, feeling and experiencing your fear in an honest way, the action 

step you’ll need to take is getting out of the talk and think loop. You can’t travel to 

that new place I mentioned, which is into your body, until you do so. Your mind 

doesn’t feel fear. Only your body, does.  

 

Now, if you have a therapist, great. Get them enrolled in something other than 

talking and thinking about your emotions --which mind you, will make them rich. 

Have them help you get into your body, and learn how to feel your fear / anxiety 

which lives there, in an honest way. That’s the action that matters. 

 

Make sure though, you’re not merely switching to: talking and thinking about 

getting into your body and feeling it. That can be a trap, and just another clever way 

to stay in your head. Your goal is a thought-free, physical experience. We’ll explore 

how to do this, in Section 2.  
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SUMMARY  

 

These first two sections are tied together. Trying to understand fear / anxiety or 

talking and thinking about it with a friend or therapist, keeps you in your head, 

which is a form of resistance. This is you trying to deal with your emotions 

intellectually.  

 

Emotions are not meant to be dealt with intellectually. They’re meant to be dealt with 

emotionally. 

 

To make this shift, stop going down the intellectual route, as that’ll only consume 

you for years and take you further and further away from feeling your fear / 

anxiety. It will not lead you to any kind of permanent solution.  

 

Instead, get into your body where the emotion lives, and learn to feel and 

experience it, if you want to resolve this problem at the root.   

3. Try to Control Your Fear / Anxiety   
 

Here’s a big point to remember: Emotional Intelligence is currently seen as our 

ability to; understand and control our emotions.  

 

I’m challenging this definition, in this manual. 

 

Breaking it down, we’ve already explored the first part of this definition which is our 

desire to understand our fear / anxiety. The second part I’ll now address through to 

the end of Section 1. We’ll explore our subsequent efforts –with the assistance of 

science, with the help of your friend or therapist and even with the help of most 

fear / anxiety experts-- to also control it. It all seems to come back to that. Which 

begs the question; does controlling fear, actually work?   

 

WHY WE DO THIS 

 

We see emotions as something to be understood as a way to ultimately control 

them, because we want to, have to, believe that we have some control over our 

lives. We can’t control the universe, the weather, or certainly other people (that’s a 

disaster), so we go internal and seek to control at least, our own internal universe. 

Surely, we can control our minds, our emotions --what we think, how we feel-- 

right? 
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Sure can. Which is why some form of control is encouraged and explicitly taught by 

almost every fear / anxiety expert. Control your thoughts they say, and you control 

your reality. Control your fear, and you can do anything. You can be fearless!   

 

All I list below in this section plus also sections 4 and 5, work brilliantly to control 

the symptoms of your excessive fear / anxiety. They’re even proven by science to 

work. Which is of course, why we do them. 

 

WHY WE DO THIS (CONTINUED), AND WHY IT WONT HELP 

 

Imagine trying to control your heart pumping blood. How would you do that?  

 

There are several options. The coolest one is: some devoted gurus are famous for 

being able to control their heartbeat. They make it a lifetime practice --as devoted 

as world champion tennis players. Or, you can take blood thinners and other meds, 

but not without side effects. The big one is, except on those bizarre out-of-control 

binge days, you can also control what you eat so your heart doesn’t get stopped-up 

with cholesterol.  

 

Similar, with fear / anxiety, you can make it your lifetime practice to control your 

Amygdala‘s perceptions, and thus your level of fear. You’d have to train from sunup 

to sundown, even in the middle of the night your whole life, but not impossible 

right? You can also take anti-anxiety meds, but not without side effects. Or, you can 

control and limit fear / anxiety by living a simpler life or avoiding risk. Preventative, 

but it works. This allows you a sense of control over your fear and thus over your 

life.   

 

Look again though. The things you do to control your heart pumping blood 

supports a healthy flow. The things you do to control your Amygdala pumping fear, 

stops a healthy flow. These efforts I just outlined, can you see they support 

resistance? They seek to stop your fear/ anxiety from flowing. Stopping your blood 

from flowing, kills you. Stopping your fear from flowing, doesn’t kill you, at least not 

right away. But like with anything, it’s deeply problematic.   

 

Let’s break it down one by one. Here are several ways in which we’re seemingly 

successful at controlling our internal universe and thus our fear/ anxiety in the 

short term, but why in the long term it’s not a healthy choice. 
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RISK / FEAR AVOIDANCE  

 

We can’t stand the idea that we’re being controlled, unconsciously, by an emotion 

that too often seems excessive and crazy. So, we try to control it right back. One 

obvious way to do that, is taking less risk. Staying home or always defaulting to a 

more comfortable place makes it so you have less to be afraid of. You can quit your 

stressful job, or as an extreme example drop out of life. Become a hermit. If it’s 

scary to learn to rock climb, don’t learn to rock climb--and, voilà, no fear. You may 

also insist the people in your life not take risks, so you don’t have to be afraid for 

them either.  

 

The Downside: These efforts alter your personality and life course dramatically. 

They can deflate you or make you a controlling person toward yourself and possibly 

others. Or they make you very controlled, which is slightly different. Ask yourself 

too; does the fear / anxiety really go away when you avoid risk? 

 

No, it doesn’t. It merely changes it. You may not have to feel anxiety at work 

anymore, or while rock climbing, but if you notice you now have different fear and it 

might even be worse. Perhaps fear of missing out on life (FOMO) shows up. Fear of 

being able to financially support yourself. Fear that there’s something wrong with 

you. Or the big one: fear of fear itself. You’re back to fear anyway. Fear if you do, 

now fear if you don’t. This effort also inadvertently puts you under fears control, 

not the other way around, because your whole life can now become about avoiding 

it. 

 

MEDITATION 

 

Make no mistake, meditation isn’t about controlling anything. Control is not what 

meditation is about. It’s also wonderful and like everyone, I recommend it 

completely. It’s an internal experience –like an internal massage—where you spend 

quality time with yourself. It’s one of the best things you can do to be more awake, 

present and conscious …and of course calm.  

 

The Downside: There’s a saying; Zen, is good for nothing. In the western world 

however, that has changed. We’re engaged in meditation intending that it be good 

for something. We’ve tipped over the edge and have introduced goals, expecting it 

to offer us better sleep, a better day and less fear / anxiety. In that, lies the 

problem.    
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Imagine you’re that child called fear. If meditation is used in its traditional form --

without goals-- it’s just a way to observe and perhaps connect with you whenever 

you’re around. That would be nice yes? Finally, some attention! But if it’s more 

about “ok, I’ll observe you, as a way to quiet you down or make you go away.” Can 

you feel that has a different and offensive energy? The practice is being done to 

shut you up. Get control over you.  

 

It seems gentle and sweet, but no matter, fear sees right through it and will 

retaliate. As a result, goal-oriented meditation offers you a sense of control for a 

moment --you feel better. But its symptom control only, supports resistance and 

thus exacerbates the underlying problem with fear. Which is why it can become like 

a crutch, where you find you have to meditate daily just to function --to get through 

a day. Over time you may have to meditate multiple times a day to maintain that 

calm feeling. It becomes like a tug of war between you and fear. Take a single day 

off, and see how fast your excessive fear / anxiety comes back, even if it’s twenty 

years into your practice. Don’t even think about taking off a whole week. 

 

TAPPING/ EFT 

 

Similar to acupuncture and acupressure, EFT is where you use your fingertips to tap 

meridian points in your body to stimulate them, igniting energy and your own 

healing power. Used to regulate many issues including excessive fear / anxiety, it 

works great. People swear by it. 

 

The Downside: The technique is centered around the concept that there are 

negative and positive emotions, and tapping will eradicate the negative ones. But, 

fear is just fear, and emotion is just emotion. It’s not negative and it’s not positive. 

How you view it though, makes it so. Given this, if the technique starts with the 

perception that fear is negative, and you should use tapping to alter it, much like 

with meditation you’ll unconsciously and inadvertently turn it into another tool for 

symptom control while exacerbating the underlying problem. Any technique that 

starts with the view that fear is negative, will always lead to problems.  

  

CONQUERING/ OVERCOMING FEAR  

 

Let’s say you decide to do something risky with your life; finally take up rock 

climbing, start that new business, international travel --all which involves fear. Likely 

you’re in the habit of using the popular combative language, saying you want to 

conquer or overcome your fear. Most of us do. You went rock climbing and yes it 
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was scary but you triumphed over your fear and did it anyway. This connotes that 

your control and defeat of fear, was your greatest success that day.  

 

The Downside: Look closer and you’ll realize the success isn’t that you overcame it. 

That’s not true. Fear is still there. You didn’t overcome the fear. Instead, the success 

is, you were willing to feel the fear that comes with doing something scary, which is 

great. Plus, the fear actually made the whole experience thrilling. It also helped you 

be more energized, present, and intuitively tapped into the activity. It helped YOU, 

can you see, overcome the situation. That’s the success. 

 

Now, you may think; it’s just semantics. But it’s not. When words lose their meaning, 

culture collapses. And these words; conquer, overcome, triumph over --really are 

about engaging in war against fear, which as you know is a bad idea. It’s akin to 

declaring war on yourself. That war will play out deeply in your unconscious mind 

and ultimately prove to be unwinnable. It’ll be you, trying to be something you’re 

not. It’ll be you, trying to overcome the universe. Can you see this is the wrong 

language and approach on so many levels?   

 

USING YOUR INTELLECT LIKE A SWORD TO RATIONALIZE FEAR / ANXIETY AWAY 

(also see Cognitive Behavior Therapy in section 5) 

 

The main way we’re taught how to conquer or overcome fear is using our intellect 

to rationalize it away.  Yes, we’re back to our minds. We’re also back to; if you can 

understand something about fear you can control it, right?  

 

You rationalize; ‘I don’t need to be scared while rock climbing. So many people have 

done it before me with no problem.’ You convince yourself ‘people will flock to my 

new business. There’s nothing to be afraid of, look at these statistics!’ It works great 

too. With each new clever reframe, you convince fear that it’s simply not real nor 

necessary. You control the situation, your mind, your perceptions, heck you even 

control the Amygdala’s perceptions.  

 

The Downside: It’s a lot of effort trying to convince yourself that something which is 

so obviously scary --like rock climbing-- isn’t. And you do realize that life is a scary 

experience even without the rock climbing? Fear is with you every moment of every 

day.  

 

Which is why it can work once, twice, but reframing will only leave you working like 

a dog to keep it up, feeling out of control. Imagine being the parent who tries to 
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convince yourself 1000 times a day, ‘my child is not real’ or ‘you don’t have a right to 

exist.’ When fear most certainly is real. You are supposed to be afraid of starting 

your new business, and it does have a right to exist.  

 

Add in it has distinct, important reasons for its existence. It provides for you many 

ingredients necessary to make you successful in your new business or while rock 

climbing. Don’t you want that?  

 

DRUGS- RECREATIONAL OR PRESCRIPTION 

 

Reminder: I would never suggest getting off your meds. That is 100% between you and 

your doctor.  

 

When all seems lost, when you cannot control your fear / anxiety through these 

other methods, drugs do the trick. They’re well crafted, designed to shut fear up. It’s 

the ultimate form of control over it. You conquer and overcome it, medically.  

 

The Downside: Let’s say you have daily pain. If you deal with it by only by using 

painkillers, it makes it so you don’t have to look into what’s causing the pain. It 

obliterates the symptoms, but never explains nor addresses the underlying cause. 

 

When the drugs wear off too, of course the pain returns, leaving you feeling like 

nothing will ever change and you have no choice but to take meds your whole life.  

 

What else gets medicated away then --what about you gets lost in that effort? And 

what side effects do you now have to deal with, by only treating the symptoms but 

not the cause?  

 

WHY ALL THIS ACTUALLY CAUSES FURTHER PROBLEMS 

 

Whatever you try to control, winds up controlling you. -The Art of Fear 

 

Let’s stick with the analogy of pain a bit longer. Remember those punches to your 

belly --how would you control the subsequent pain you feel? You could avoid doing 

anything that might result in more pain that day. You could meditate every morning 

as a way to lessen the pain, then also during lunch break and evenings as well. You 

could try to convince yourself the pain doesn’t exist. You could conquer the pain by 

smoking pot or taking painkillers, helping you feel better immediately. The list goes 

on and on. 
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Would these efforts give you a sense of control over the pain? Absolutely. Would 

they also consume your life? You bet. Trying to control something as biological as 

pain (or fear) which can’t be controlled for long, will consume you. Symptom control 

only, is something for which you must devote your life.  

 

When you ramp it up too, putting on the Rocky theme music and exerting more 

control --more avoidance, more meditation, more rationalization, different meds, 

and we’ll explore soon more reframing and breathing exercises, now you’ll give it 

everything you’ve got! It’s still never going to make the core issue go away.  

 

The core issue being, you’re in a battle with fear and it’s fighting for its right to exist 

in return. After all, who likes to be controlled? Not me, not you, and definitely not 

fear. It’ll only find you silly in all these efforts, and control you right back --punching 

you in the stomach over and over until you’re its under its spell. So long as you 

continue to pursue ongoing symptom control, yet never address the core issue, 

you’ll be stuck in that rut and it’ll usurp your life.  

 

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD  

 

See yourself as fear. If someone were trying to control you, but today you could 

speak freely and ask for what you want, what would you say? 

 

First, you’d say, “Hey!  Stop trying to control me, dammit. It’s aggravating, and 

makes me lash out and retaliate in either in obvious ways, or covert ways. You do 

understand like with anything including children, roommates, viruses, countries, 

and certainly me, that only makes it become stronger and more virulent!”  

 

Then you’d say, “Ok. If you really want to control something, control your 

perception of me. Recognize that I’m actually a good thing. I’m not here to hurt you, 

I’m only here to help you. Give me consideration too, and love. This’ll offer a chance 

for you to be you, and for me to be me the way nature intended. It’ll set in motion a 

dramatically different future for us both.” 

 

The path to freedom then becomes obvious. Start with the realization that aside 

from resisting fear / anxiety which is just such a bad idea, you have limited control 

over it. It’s not eager to please. You can’t calm it down. As we’ll explore soon, you 

also can’t let go of fear and can’t change its nature. And, why would you want to? 
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Fear is very old and wise. You’re not the authority on how it should or should not 

behave. Get that now. That’s the first part.  

 

Next, try these two feelings on: Feel what it’s like to resist your fear / anxiety --

wishing it weren’t so. Does this resistance feel familiar? Do this now. How do you 

feel? Try the same experience on with pain if it’s easier.  

 

Now feel what it would be like, to embrace the pain. Merge with and allow yourself 

to feel and experience it all the way. Can you feel the difference? Notice what 

makes you feel less pain, the resistance, or the embracing?  

 

That’s the start of your practice. First relinquishing control over your discomfort, 

then feeling the difference between resisting vs. embracing that discomfort. These 

two steps are part of the journey, leading to the end of belly punches.  

 

SUMMARY 

 

The more you try to control fear, the more afraid you’ll feel. The more you try to get 

rid of anxiety, the more anxious you’ll become.  

 

It works that way with everything. The more you try to control anything that doesn’t 

want to or isn’t meant to be controlled, including your own mind, the more 

consumed you can become with that effort and the more out of control you’ll feel. 

 

Doing the exact opposite though—go belly-up and admit that you can’t control, 

calm down, or solve your fear / anxiety is the start of the process that leads to 

addressing the root of your problem in an honest way. Turn it around, relinquish all 

control, then (hint) go back to your meditation or EFT practice, and see that it takes 

on a whole new meaning.  

4. Try to Let Go of Your Fear / Anxiety 
 

One common goal-oriented meditation is to let go of your fear / anxiety though 

personal or guided breathing exercises, daily practices or visualization. It’s another 

attempt to control it, but has its own section because controlling a child feels vastly 

different from letting a child go. It can almost feel like the opposite. Not 

authoritarian anymore, but more a practice of release.  
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WHY WE DO THIS 

 

Who hasn’t let a negative emotion ‘go’ and felt better immediately? If you’re about 

to give a speech; breath out your fear, right? Immediately you feel purged. Plus, 

you’re now present, in your body and saturated with oxygen. Heck, the oxygen 

alone is worth the effort.   

 

It not only gets you through many a bad moment, but it can also mark the end of 

an ongoing emotional saga. You had a scary childhood but now it’s time to let go of 

that fear and move on with your life. Letting go of fear or of any ‘negative’ emotion 

is deeply encouraged by almost every fear / anxiety expert, your therapist, your 

friends or even strangers giving unsolicited advice, because it seems to work great.  

  

All this success plus encouragement can create the perception that absolutely, you 

can let go of fear. And perception… is realty.  

 

WHY IT WON’T HELP 

 

Perception is indeed reality. You can have a perception that the world is flat, life 

isn’t real, that hot is cold or cold is hot and it’ll be your truth. There is such a thing 

as the placebo effect, too. Thus, I hate to burst any kind of perception you have that 

letting go of fear works, especially if it makes you feel much better.  

 

Try this section on then, only to see if it strikes you as useful.  

 

Let’s say you go through a scary experience (like, life itself). Or, maybe your 

business fails and you feel grief. Or someone takes advantage of you and you feel 

anger. These emotions flow into your life, like a river.  

 

We all know you can’t move forward until you deal with that fear, grief or anger- 

yes? Or, deal with your failure. It’ll keep a hold on you until you do. People go on 

drinking binges to not deal with them, but in the end the hero (in movies at least) 

always comes around to finally looking at it all, feeling it all, and learning from it. 

Then hopefully, letting it all go.  

 

Ask yourself a few questions though: How do you let go of something, anyway? Do 

you have that kind of power over any river, or force?  
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How many breathing exercises do you have to do in your lifetime, to let go of that 

constant flow of emotion in your body?  

 

If you succeed today, how quickly does emotion return tomorrow, maybe the very 

same emotion that you let go of?  

 

Do you know what it is exactly, that you’re letting go of? Can it feel like one thing --

perhaps fear, grief or anger? When really, it’s another entirely --like resistance, 

control, or a need to understand?    

 

Finally, ask yourself; does it really work? Are emotions like co2 and they can be let 

go into the atmosphere? Is that really how biology works? So many questions.  

 

WHY THIS ACTUALLY CAUSES FURTHER PROBLEMS 

 

In a gentle way, what I’m trying to say is this; I’ve spoken to fear as if it’s a person in 

a lot of clients. I’ve learned that fear finds our attempts to let it go, a funny thing 

indeed. Turns out, fear is not like co2. It’s more like trying to breathe out your arms 

or legs.   

 

With your efforts though, you feel better for a moment mostly due to the breathing, 

which is good for anyone. Plus, the placebo effect. But if you notice fear actually 

remains firmly in your system --old fear that you’ve still not dealt with, plus new 

fear showing up every moment. But now, it gets worse.  

 

I hate to sound like a broken record, but again it seeks only to reinforce the 

perception that fear is bad and needs to be gotten rid of. Which leads to fear being 

in a panic. How do I know this? Because if it really were to come down to a few 

breathing exercises a day, by this point we’d all be feeling much better. But we’re 

not.  

 

Why letting it go makes it worse, is twofold. Fear flows in anew every moment of 

every day. It’s part of your biology, and you need it in order to survive. Much like 

blood carries oxygen or food carries nutrients, you wouldn’t want to let go of blood 

or food, right? Same with fear. Without it, you lose all the nutrients that it offers. 

 

The bigger problem is, trying to let go of fear leaves you feeling like a failure 

because if you look closer, you haven’t been successful at letting go of, well, 

anything. It may seem like a success in the moment, but fear / anxiety comes back 
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maybe not today but the next day, maybe this time redirected in another form. And 

you know it too. It’s still there. Which makes you feel like a failure. They say you can 

let it go, but you can’t, so you’re back to feeling bad about yourself. You’re also back 

to thinking you’re not the bird you’re supposed to be.  

 

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD 

 

There’s an easier, less controlling and more realistic option than letting go of fear / 

anxiety. One that works not just better, but even works, for dealing with an 

emotional upheaval before or after an event.   

 

It starts by recognizing that, while emotions are not meant to be dealt with 

intellectually, they’re also not meant to be dealt with physically --as in breathed out 

into the atmosphere, thrown up, extracted by a needle or obliterated with drugs. 

Even if it could work, you’d only be letting go of your basic safety mechanism, plus 

energy, intuition, and aliveness.  

 

Which is why, instead, they’re always and forever meant to be dealt with 

emotionally. You are the bird you’re supposed to be. Fear is not a sign of personal 

weakness. Nor is it a character flaw that you’ve failed to let go of. It’s part of the 

human experience --your human experience. It’s part of you, being you. And you’re 

meant to feel them. 

 

The action step you take based on that is; instead of letting your fear / anxiety go, 

why not just… let it be. Relinquish control and let it do its thing. Let it be, and you’ll 

end the war. It won’t try to control you back. It’ll calm right down, and thus so too 

will you.  

 

Give up the goals. Give up all hope of ever controlling or letting go of fear. As we’ll 

explore soon also give up the hope of replacing it with positivity. By acquiescing like 

this, only then can you start to feel and start to heal. In fact, if you want a breathing 

exercise, breathe into fear and even into your resistance. Not trying to ramp it up in 

any way but more as an offering of love. Find any discomfort in your body and sent 

it such love, and after 10-90 seconds you’ll notice, quite simply it, lets go of you. 

  

SUMMARY 

 

Letting go of fear helps you feel calm in the moment. But mostly, it’s a form of 

symptom control. Fear will temporarily seem to leave. The moment of presence 
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plus the saturation of oxygen into your body will make you feel better. Thus, it 

seems to work. But if you look closer and ask deeper questions, it only supports 

and thus agitates the underlying problem, which is your resistance. 

 

If instead you let it be, let fear do its thing, that simple action will turn your 

resistance around. A child is not meant to be controlled, or let go of. A child is 

meant to be seen, experienced, listened to, considered, loved and even enjoyed. A 

child is meant to, most of all, be itself, and celebrated for its contribution to your 

life.   

  

Which is why ‘let it be’ is a more honest and effective path toward calming your fear 

/ anxiety, or grief and anger for that matter, down. If it’s grief, let it be and flow with 

that river of grief. If it’s fear, stay with the fear. Let the food do its thing without 

trying to control the process, allow it to offer you what it’s here to offer. Let the 

blood run through your veins. Nature did get it right. Do this and after a while, like 

with all things that you’re in flow with rather than trying to control or steer, quite 

organically that river of emotion will flow into, through and out of your life just fine, 

on its own. 

5. Try to Replace Your Fear / Anxiety with Positivity/Positive 

Affirmations.  
 

One favorite ‘let go of’ fear / anxiety breathing exercise is: breath in positive 

attributes such as calm, peace, gratitude etc., then breath out your fear. Replacing a 

‘negative’ with a positive suggests that you’re in control of your life, and thus you 

always have a choice. With that choice, you can take charge of what you think, how 

you act, what you feel and more.  

 

Note: If you remember, emotional intelligence is currently seen as our ability to 

understand and control our emotions. Can you see how these five categories are all 

connected to this definition, and how they’re also connected to each other?  

 

WHY WE DO THIS 

 

Who hasn’t at some point controlled a negative thought by replacing it with 

something more positive? Same with feelings. If you feel bad but do your best keep 

a positive attitude, bravo. It often turns your day around. You can’t feel gratitude 

and fear at the same time, right? It’s not possible.  
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Thus, there’s a big movement in the western world --ramped up in the last 10 years-

- to have a positivity practice. Let go of fear and be all about love, which is your true 

nature. Invite gratitude daily into your life. If someone wrongs you, get to 

forgiveness right away. It’s lovely, proven by science to make you feel better, and 

I’m a big fan. Who wouldn’t be?  

 

WHY WE DO THIS (CONTINUED), AND WHY IT WON’T HELP 

 

Alas, too often these practices are used as a way to gloss over or not deal with 

normal, natural ‘negative’ emotions showing up which are useful and have a right to 

exist. It’s like building a glorious house, on top of a cracked foundation. That house 

will eventually collapse.   

 

We know it too. Thus, we laugh at positivity practice as a roll-your-eyes joke on TV. 

Kramer on Seinfeld repeating ‘serenity now’ over and over until he loses it. Saturday 

Night Live’s Stuart Smalley repeating positive affirmations in the mirror. It’s funny 

because we know it doesn’t work. So why is it being taught in real life?  

 

Probably because it’s lovely and sweet. Probably because we don’t know what else 

to teach. Probably because it can get you through a tough day. Yet, fear cannot be 

transformed into something that it’s not. It’s never going to not be afraid.  

 

Here are the most popular ways we try to replace fear / anxiety with something 

more positive, why they seem to work in the moment but don’t over time, and what 

to do instead.  

 

REPLACING NEGATIVE WITH POSITIVE IN GENERAL, Aka Spiritual Bypassing 

 

This can take on many forms. Positive affirmations. Gratitude practice. Forgiveness 

practice. Choosing Love. Setting a positive intention at yoga. Time Perspective 

Therapy. Talking yourself out of your fear. Change your story. ‘You always have a 

choice.’ Breathing exercises. ‘Make it a great day’.  ‘Replace darkness with light’. All I 

list in this section and more. Beautiful practices with great intentions. Proven to 

make you feel better. 

 

The Downside: The first part you know; at best you can replace your fear / anxiety 

for a spell as a form of symptom control. Fear (and all negativity for that matter) 

can always be controlled, for a spell. Yet fear’s only going to say, ‘I’ll be back,’ like the 
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Terminator. Plus, these practices distract you from dealing with the underlying 

problem, often for years, and only take you further away from the solution.  

 

The second part is, these all lead with three assumptions; that your true nature is 

love, that you’re in complete control of your life, and that you always have a choice. 

What’s more accurate is: your true nature includes both love and fear. You only 

have limited control over your life. Suggesting you have a choice regarding thoughts 

and emotions will set you up to live under an impossible ideal, leaving you to feel 

like a failure, again and again.  

 

For example; the noble advice to ‘make it a great day!’ If you buy into this, when you 

inevitably wake up in a bad mood one day, you’ll think there’s something wrong 

with you --that it’s a sign of personal weakness. Right away, you’re starting off your 

day in a state of self-criticism for a naturally occurring mood, and in resistance to 

the flow of your emotions.  

 

If you can’t immediately turn it around then --made worse if you think that others 

can just fine-- too many days of this and a domino effect of problems show up. 

They can include feeling out of control, hiding your moods from yourself and 

others, low self-esteem, feeling irritation toward anyone who seems happy and 

more, all which gives magical powers to your bad moods.  

 

This is what you get in exchange for ‘make it a great day.’ Never mind the rest. 

 

CONFRONTING YOUR FEAR / ANXIETY, i.e. Exposure Therapy  

 

Done with a facilitator using hypnosis, guided visualization, or confronting in 

person the thing that scares you, it’s just like it sounds. Through repeated and safe 

exposure to the scary thing, coupled with reframing or breathing exercises, it 

breaks up your risk / fear avoidance pattern from section 3, and gains you an 

increasing sense of control over your fear / anxiety. You learn that the scary thing is 

just not that big of a deal. 

 

The Downside: If it does work, it’s only short term and precarious at best. Over time 

it can actually make your fear / anxiety worse –snapping you firmly back into old 

avoidance patterns. You will oddly, fight to defend your fears’ right to exist. You’ll 

also have gone through hell, when there are much easier methods to turn irrational 

fear / anxiety around.  
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RELIVING PAST TRAUMA, i.e. Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT), Prolonged 

Exposure Therapy, Virtual Reality Therapy etc. 

 

Fear / anxiety can recirculate due to a belief or story (narrative) that you have about 

a past emotionally traumatic experience. These methods, through guided hypnosis 

or visualization, take you back in time to re-live and re-frame it, creating a new, 

more positive narrative around the trauma.   

 

The Downside: Your minds’ attempt to make sense of the trauma has a distinct 

purpose. It creates a wound that will (hopefully) lead to healing, growing stronger, 

learning something valuable, and finding meaning and purpose from the 

experience.  

 

If you’re in resistance to those lessons though, your fear / anxiety will recirculate (as 

will your narrative), until you learn what you were supposed to learn from the 

trauma.  

 

The tragedy with these methods then, is they don’t connect you with the narrative 

so much as scramble it, or desensitize you to the impact and wisdom of the 

emotion. So, the lesson sadly, gets lost. Plus, it’s inhumane. The past is the past, 

and there’s no need to re-live it. And torturing you like that will only lead to more 

resistance, which exacerbates the problem.   

   

VISUALIZATION, i.e. Progressive Muscle Relaxation, Guided Meditation, 

Calmness Practices, etc. 

 

A good facilitator can help you tap into your imagination to achieve a more relaxed 

state of mind by using what is basically; guided daydreaming. Considered very 

effective to turn moments of excessive fear / anxiety or even panic attacks around. 

Apps for this are big business.  

 

The Downside: If you’re in a panic, imagining yourself relaxing on a white sandy 

beach, of course that helps. But because the effort doesn’t help you deal with the 

panic in an honest way or address why it’s here in the first place, it’ll only come back 

the next day more insistent.  
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TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

 

This could appear in any of our 5 sections but it starts with the premise that you 

should refuse to allow fear / anxiety to run your life, so it’s placed here. CBT is a 

methodical, goal-oriented, talk and think based therapy. It helps you identify what it 

is that you think, challenge it for accuracy, and re-frame those thoughts as a way to 

change how you feel. It’s basically using another part of your brain to convince the 

Amygdala that there’s nothing to be afraid of. Considered the most effective tool 

known for desensitizing you to painful emotions or calming down fear-trigger 

trauma.  

  

The Downside: This is a very complicated intellectual solution to a simple emotional 

problem. Fear / anxiety is only in your accessible thoughts if you’ve been resisting it. 

To then debate with those thoughts using your intellect and desensitize yourself to 

the subsequent emotions, seems excessive. You may succeed, but so much easier 

is to explore why the Amygdala is upset in the first place. 

 

TRAIN YOUR BRAIN, Neurofeedback 

 

Using sound, visual signals, blinking rapidly or following fingers, this is re-

programming your brain as if it’s a computer, around lingering past trauma 

thoughts and beliefs. Studies suggest neurofeedback is promising yet not 

conclusive. At very least there’s a placebo effect from receiving such caring and 

expensive attention. EMDR and Rapid Eye are proven to work great. 

 

The Downside: Thoughts lead to anxiety lead to thoughts lead to anxiety. When it 

becomes cyclical like this, breaking up this pattern is key. These clever choices 

might work to alter your thoughts. Far simpler though, is to address the anxiety 

(fear). Then you’re not trying to alter your biology, which is acting this way for a 

reason. After all, you’re not a computer. You’re a human being who has emotions, 

one of which is desperate for and deserving of your attention. 

 

WHY THIS ALL, ACTUALLY CAUSES FURTHER PROBLEMS 

 

At best, using these often-elaborate methods, you can succeed at calming down 

fear / anxiety in one area of your life. It’s a tremendous amount of effort to control 

but 1 out of 10,000 thoughts or emotions today. In Zen it’s called trying to kill 

10,000 enemies with both hands tied behind your back. Yet fear merely shows up 

again tomorrow, more clever than you can ever be, now redirected in other ways. 
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The reason is; fear is not meant to be controlled. And the Amygdala, despite nifty 

technology will always remain in charge, especially in today’s fast-moving world.  

  

Why these methods actually cause problems is, I talked before about perceived 

threat. Many experts say fear is just a perception, or that it’s not real. To us, that 

can seem very true. But to the Amygdala, everything is a perceived threat. That’s 

how it sees the world. And the greatest perceived threat of all is; what creature 

would try to subdue, omit, retrain or override its primary safety mechanism? To it, this 

seems crazy --the deepest crisis there is. Which leads it to manufacture more fear 

than ever because it desperately needs to get you to stop such nonsense. Thus, all 

we’ve done to quell, control, coerce or replace fear, is actually what has led to the 

fear / anxiety crisis that we face today.  

 

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD 

 

One evening Kent returned to his cave after gathering firewood, only to find it filled with 

demons. They were cooking his food, reading his books, sleeping in his bed. They had 

taken over the joint. He knew about selflessness, compassion and gratitude, but he didn’t 

know how to get these guys out of his cave.  

 

So first he taught them the dharma. He sat on this seat that was higher than they were 

and said things to them about how we are all one. He talked about all the wonderful 

things he’d learned. But nothing happened. The demons were still there. Then he lost his 

patience and got angry and ran at them. They just laughed at him.  

 

Finally, he gave up and just sat down on the floor, saying, “I’m not going away and it 

looks like you aren’t either, so let’s just live here together.” At that point, all of them left 

except one (let’s call it Fear). Kent said, “Oh, this one is particularly vicious.”   

 

He didn’t know what to do, so he surrendered himself even further. He walked over and 

put himself right into the mouth of the demon and said, “Just eat me up if you want to.”  

 

Then that demon left too. 

 

Your true nature is a lot of things, not just love. It includes contrast and 10,000 

layers, opposing energies, Yin and Yang, pendulum swings and more. Your life is a 

daring adventure which includes the positive and the negative, both love and fear. 

That’s what gives it texture.  
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And, you do have a choice. Absolutely. But only with a consciousness practice. 

Otherwise you’ll remain like a robot repeating unchallenged patterns your whole 

life. The choice you have though isn’t love instead of fear, because it’s not possible 

to carve that part of you away. The choice is rather, can you find a way to include 

love and fear? Or better yet, include love for fear. If you want to be all about love, 

try that on. 

 

The deepest choice of all then, is; either resist that flow --continue to resist your 

demons, fear, or life in general. Or, embrace that flow. Submit to all that life has to 

offer. That’s the only choice you have.  

 

Here’s your new positivity practice then: practice love and trust toward your fear / 

anxiety. Your breathing exercise can be; breathing oxygen into your fear as an 

offering of love and consideration, then breathing out the hope of ever getting rid 

of that fear. Use Cognitive Behavior Therapy to train your brain that fear is real and 

has a right to exist, and only seeks to offer you great energy, intuition, aliveness and 

fuel for your journey. Use guided meditation to do a dance with your fear, not 

replace it. Rethink and reverse these efforts. Not only will this calm down your 

Amygdala, but support your fear / anxiety flowing into, through and out of your 

cave ease-fully, the way nature intended.    

 

SUMMARY  

 

Lots of people make a living showing you how to replace negativity with positivity. 

Noble, yet it’s a tremendous amount of effort leading to only minute, short terms 

gain at the cost of depleted self-esteem, staying stuck in your head, never 

addressing the underlying cause of your emotional problem, re-directed emotions 

and so much more.  

 

Let’s stop the insanity and the sitcom, and try something new. The first step is to 

transform these methods, as they’re only hurting us more than they’re helping.    

 

They must be used only as a way to help you embrace the mighty river of thoughts 

and emotions that flow through us like a river --both the good and the bad. 

Positivity practice must be about including, trusting and loving our demons. This is 

how such practices can best serve us all.  
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Bonus: As a gift, here’s my fascinating: Flight list, How to Know if You’re Resisting Your 

Emotions. It’s a list of lifestyle choices we make in order to not to feel our emotions, 

including procrastination, overeating, certain drugs, excessive alcohol, staying really 

busy and more. Assuming you’re reading this manual to resolve problems with 

excessive fear / anxiety, do not skip it. You will recognize yourself in this list.   

SUMMARY FOR SECTION 1 
 

These methods I outlined work great to provide for you temporary relief from 

excessive fear/anxiety, often for years. Thus, some version of these are taught and 

encouraged by almost every therapist, friend, or fear / anxiety expert out there. 

Alas, they’re symptom control only. Using them, you never get to dealing with the 

underlying problem. They also exacerbate it, as they keep you locked in a cycle of 

resisting fear. They’re a trap, setting you up for a lifetime of constantly and only 

managing symptoms. You can simply get lost in these processes forever.  

 

This top-down approach, is what we’re challenging in this manual. Now, we switch 

to a bottom-up approach. This is what we’ll explore in detail, next.  

 

TRANSITION TO SECTION 2, KRISTEN’S NOTE 

 

At this time, you may be wondering how I came up with all this, as this does 

challenge well-established norms. Let me oblige your curiosity for a moment, as a 

way to ease us into 5 Things TO Do about Fear / Anxiety, and How. 

 

When facing this question, what I usually tell people about is my history and 

credentials; 15 years as a ‘fearless’ extreme athlete, followed by 16 years studying a 

Zen approach to fear, alongside 18 years working with tens of thousands of clients 

brokering a conversation between them and their fear. This practical, real-world 

research has led me to these unique and alternative perspectives.    

 

The deeper truth though, always comes back to personal experience. I’ve tried on 

both approaches; first experiencing fear as an enemy that we’re meant to conquer 

or overcome. Fight against darkness like in Star Wars and become noble warriors! 

That’s the ultimate journey of our lifetimes --this battle, seeking to offer us great 

meaning and purpose.  

 

Then I tried on the radical opposite; fear as a friend that we’re meant to embrace, 

value and even learn how to --because the human experience is so much about 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/w3vrd73zqpj8cdw/Flight%20List%20Kristen%20Ulmer.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/w3vrd73zqpj8cdw/Flight%20List%20Kristen%20Ulmer.pdf?dl=0
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feeling and experience— savor. That’s the ultimate life experience, offering us great 

meaning and purpose. Learn to embrace and savor fear as a way to learn how to 

embrace and savor life itself.  

 

As we’ve explored, some say that our true nature or essence, is that of love. That 

may or may not be true but I, at least, want to believe it’s true. Because when 

wearing that rose-colored second lens and looking at fear from that perspective, it 

just felt right.  

 

Thus, I’ve been on this alternative path for over 18 years now, alongside tens of 

thousands of my clients. It’s been a relief for me and for them as well. It solved a lot 

of our long-term, persistent emotional problems. Plus it provides a wonderful 

context for our life’s journey.  

 

Certainly though, it’ll always come back to personal preference. There are many 

paths to illumination. If you’re finding what you’re looking for on that first path, by 

all means stay on it. Become the greatest warrior you can be and fight those noble 

battles. If you want a new experience that’ll offer you different emotional results 

though, and a new life path on which to find meaning and purpose, let me show 

you what I and these others have learned that you may find useful.  

 

If yes, let’s move boldly to Section 2 where your approach to fear / anxiety and also 

your life, is about to completely change.  

SECTION 2: PART 1. EXACTLY WHAT TO DO REGARDING 

FEAR/ANXIETY, AND HOW 
 

INTRO: HERE’S WHY FEAR AND ANXIETY IS ABOUT TO NOT BE A PROBLEM 

FOR YOU, ANYMORE 

 

Remember the current definition for Emotional Intelligence?  It’s seen as: our ability 

to understand and control our emotions.   

 

Your transition starts by re-defining Emotional Intelligence, as this approach isn’t 

working. Fear / anxiety problems are only getting worse. Drug addiction is on the 

rise. People are only becoming more and more emotionally unhealthy.  
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Emotional Intelligence in today’s terms should be re-defined as: our ability to feel our 

emotions in an honest way, and have them help us come alive.  

 

This manual is about the first part: feel our emotions in an honest way. The second 

part is for another time, later in your practice.  

 

You’re about to learn a great, new habit, likely the opposite of what you’ve been 

taught. You’re also about to step into courage, which is; a willingness to feel fear. 

Read and implement what comes next and this is you, being courageous.  

 

Congratulations. Let’s get started. 

 

HERE IS YOUR NEW, GREAT HABIT  

 

Freedom, plus meaning and purpose, is available not by turning away anymore but 

by turning toward this emotion that makes you uncomfortable. You’re going to 

learn next, how to embrace and honor your fear. 

 

Now, what does that even mean, ‘embrace and honor you fear’?  To answer, first 

ask yourself; how would a good mother or father parent? How would a Zen Master 

parent? What’s the best way to treat your pet dog? What is the best way to treat an 

agitated bull?  

 

Maybe you’ve heard, you should treat others however you’d like to be treated? 

Same goes here. You don’t want to be controlled, manipulated, molded, cajoled, 

criticized, embarrassed about or fought with, right? Certainly not, and neither does 

fear. Instead, you want love, compassion, inclusion, respect, trust, to be seen and to 

be considered. That’s what we all want.  

 

You also want freedom to be yourself, to do your thing –to do what you’re designed 

to do. Same with fear. Its job and inclination is to be afraid, so give it that freedom. 

That’s how you embrace and honor your fear.  

 

To accomplish this, you’re going to learn to visit the place where it lives and spend 

quality time just feeling it. Always remember, emotions are meant to be felt. At 

some point later on you can also learn how it to merge with its energy, so it can 

help you be magnificent.  
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This may seem daunting right now but don’t worry, you’re in good hands. Begin 

only with this realization; seems how you started abusing fear at some point in your 

life, that means you also have the power to stop. You can do this. Creating a new 

and better habit, IS possible.  

 

WHY THIS WILL WORK  

 

For thousands of years, people have been resisting and trying to control fear. It’s 

like locking a precious child in the basement. What child wouldn’t feel and act 

excessive and irrational under those circumstances?  

 

Do the opposite though, and just like any child who finally gets taken out of the 

basement and given undivided love and attention, it calms right down. It then has a 

chance to develop into a healthy emotion and part of your life, rather than a 

combative one.  

 

A BONUS THAT MAY SURPRISE YOU: 

 

The relationship you have with fear is the most important relationship of your life. --The 

Art of Fear 

 

You may be surprised to learn that however you treat fear, that’s exactly how you 

treat yourself. 

 

Treat it well, not only will it calm right down. But, because the relationship you have 

with it is the relationship you have with yourself at your core, if you stop being so 

critical of fear, you’ll stop being so critical of yourself. If you see the value and worth 

in fear, you’ll see the value and worth in yourself. If you give fear the respect and 

freedom to just be itself, you’ll also give yourself the respect and the freedom to 

just be yourself. And on and on.  

 

Love fear, basically, you love yourself.  

 

It works like this; in The Buddha's understanding, all sentient beings are complete, 

whole and perfect as they are. Just as every tree, plant or animal is perfect as it is. 

And it’s true. We don't normally look at a child, bird or river and say that there’s 

something wrong with it, needing to be altered or fixed.  
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Regardless, western therapy has been founded on the notion that if you have a 

problem, you’re not complete and whole but lacking something. This leads you to 

fight wars against yourself, to cut off your beak and trim your wings in an attempt 

to be the bird you think you’re supposed to be.  

 

Do the opposite though, you quickly learn that true psychological health doesn’t 

come from changing or fixing yourself, but rather from embracing and honoring all 

aspects making up who and what you are –the good and the bad. Especially and 

including fear.   

 

If you learn instead to flow with it all, that effort is actually what offers you the well-

being you seek, and the self-love you desire.  

 

LOOKING AT IT FROM ANOTHER ANGLE 

 

The less effort, the faster and more powerful you will be. --Bruce Lee 

 

If you were a kid whose abusers –your parents, their therapists, and all experts in 

between-- turned an abrupt corner and started acknowledging and resolving from 

this moment on to treat you with love and respect, to even embrace and honor you 

and listen to what you have to say?  Can you sense how relieved you would feel, 

plus how much calmer you would become?   

 

Fear too, I’ve found it holds no grudges. It only has your best intention in mind. If 

you give it such respect and consideration, fear will immediately do the same in 

return.  

 

THIS CAN AFFECT YOU IN DIFFERENT WAYS 

 

For many people, learning how to feel your fear in an honest way is a very simple 

process offering immediate results. I’ve seen it turn lives around in an instant.  

 

For others, you’ll notice immediate relief but permanent results take a bit longer, 

especially if you’ve been fighting fear for a long time and your bad habit is really 

ingrained.    

 

Or, it seems not to work at all.  
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What makes the difference? Your result will be entirely dependent upon how ripe 

you really are, for change.  

 

If you’re not ripe for change, you won’t finish reading this manual, nor do the things 

I suggest. Or, you may try these tips a bit before going back to old coping 

mechanisms. If that happens, what you’ll get out of this manual is the realization 

that you’re caught up in receiving the payoffs for keeping this problem around 

(which I outline soon) and not interested or ready yet to make a change. This can be 

a huge takeaway. I call it; being committed to your problem.  

 

One obvious way you’ll know that you’re committed to your problem is if you claim: 

‘I’m too in my head. I just can’t feel my fear.” Being in your head can be an 

addiction, most of all because it’s a great defense to continue to not have to feel 

your fear, which we know you don’t like. 

 

For perspective: imagine being instructed to spend one minute a day feeling the 

sun on your face. Yet, you either don’t do it, or say, ‘I’m too in my head to do this.’ 

Can you see that comment is a way to not have to do the exercise?  

 

Yet, just as there’s no right or wrong way to feel the sun on your face, there’s no 

right or wrong way to feel fear. But you’ll never find that out so long as you have 

this justification to not do it. 

 

No worries though, you’re in good hands. If you really are ripe for change, our 

whole journey will be about helping you get out of your head and into your body. 

Your take away either will be learning how to feel your fear and have that be a 

highly transformative experience. Or you’ll learn that it’s not the right time for you, 

and know to come back when it is.  

 

Either’s a win.  

 

AND, IT CAN AFFECT YOU AT DIFFERENT LEVELS 

 

Consider; dieting. By denying yourself food, you lose weight that day. But it doesn’t 

work unless you continue the diet, yes? You can’t say “the diet didn’t work” if you 

don’t stick with it.  
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If you do though, it works. You lose weight over the next week and the week after. 

At some point, once you hit your goal you don’t have to keep dieting, but from 

there you need to maintain new, better habits or else you’ll gain the weight back.  

 

Now don’t worry, dieting is very difficult and involves denying yourself. Feeling fear 

is the opposite, it’s about permitting yourself. The only similarly is, what I’m saying 

is your results will be entirely dependent upon your immersion into this process. 

Do this practice for a day, and you’ll get immediate results. Do it for a few weeks, 

you’ll get your fear / anxiety down to natural levels. After a while, you won’t have to 

practice it anymore, but you must be wary about slipping back into old habits.  

 

Know that you won’t get it right every time. You’re not perfect; no parent is perfect. 

People fall off their diets all the time. Expect this, and merely come back to this 

practice again, whenever you’re ready. 

 

Also know it requires effort. Anything worth doing, does. The great news is, it’s a lot 

less effort than a diet (which I wouldn’t wish on anyone!), and a whole lot less effort 

than fighting a war against fear your whole life.  

 

A QUICK CHECK IN 

 

The most terrifying thing is to accept oneself completely. —Carl Jung 

 

What I’ll outline in Section 2 will be counterintuitive, so let’s address any and all fear 

you may have of doing this practice. Really, how could we not?  

 

I’ve already asked that you relinquish all control over fear, and acquiesce that it’s in 

charge, not you. Anyone might argue; “that can’t be right. I’m the parent. I’M in charge’ 

or ‘A child needs to be formed, shaped to be who I want them to be!’  

 

I’ll also be asking you to turn toward your fear during any difficult emotional time or 

even in the middle of the night when it’s trying to get your attention, and not resist 

it like normal but instead empower it, by giving it your undivided attention. This can 

seem like madness, especially if you’ve been fighting it for decades. 

 

Lastly, here’s the big one. You may also be so used to fighting that war with fear 

and thus with yourself, you may have come to enjoy the drama. This may seem 

absurd now, but once you experience a calmer relationship with fear you’ll see, life 
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may feel boring. This is only one example of a phenomenon that may appear for 

you, which we’ll discuss in more detail next. 

 

IT STARTS WITH OWNING YOUR PART ON THIS 

 

Besides acknowledging that your reaction to the fear has been the problem, not the 

fear itself, here’s another ownership that you should now make. 

 

You’ve received one or several payoffs for keeping your excessive fear / anxiety 

problem around. Otherwise it wouldn’t have formed, nor lasted as long.  

There are as many payoffs as there are people. I created a whole list actually (found 

here). Two payoffs I mentioned are; you’ve never had to deal with your fear in an 

honest way, which you hate to do. Or, the drama of this fight can be very exciting. 

Others include; this problem is your identity, and you wouldn’t even know who you 

were without it. Or, you may get a lot of sympathy (or financial support) from loved 

ones, for having this problem. Or, feeling like a victim to fear may relieve you of the 

burden, of having to take responsibility for your life.  

 

The list is long, and no one is the same. Yours will be different from another reader. 

But can you own that you’ve received one or several payoffs for having this 

problem? Do that now.  

 

Next own, whether you’re really willing to give up those payoffs, in order to feel 

emotionally better. This is choice you must consciously make; yes or no.  

 

If it’s a yes, we begin.  

 

(Note: a full list of payoffs is found here.)  

 

THE BOTTOM LINE ON PART 1:  

 

A king was rich, but not, he felt, rich enough. In his castle was a four-foot-thick steel door 

behind which lay riches ten times what he possessed. But he couldn’t get through that 

damn door, no matter what he tried. 

 

Finally, in desperation, he offered to share the riches fifty-fifty with any man who could 

break open the door. Next morning, a tremendous line formed and, one by one, armed 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/list-of-payoffs-for-keeping-your-problem-around/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/list-of-payoffs-for-keeping-your-problem-around/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/list-of-payoffs-for-keeping-your-problem-around/
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with the latest technologies—cannons, drills, explosives—men tried to bust open the 

door. 

 

Nothing worked. All these accomplished were slight dents, while the door remained 

firmly closed. Until one man approached it, put his hand on the knob, turned it, and 

opened the door. 

 

It takes a lot of effort to try and control, cajole, blow up or manipulate fear, only to 

make a slight dent in your emotional world. Much easier and less effort, is to do 

what we’re about to do, which is ease-fully open your heart to fears message. Not 

only will this calm down fear, but the riches found in fear will then become available 

to you.  

 

Riches that come after any war has ended, such as freedom and peace. Also caring 

and consideration, toward yourself. Being in flow with your many moods, emotions 

and thoughts as they flow into, through and out of your life like water. All this and 

more will appear in your life, merely by turning this knob and opening this door.  

 

WHAT WE’LL NOW DO  

 

The day came when the risk to remain closed in a bud became more painful that the risk 

it took to blossom. —Anais Nin   

  

When it comes to fear / anxiety, it’s so important to choose Right Effort so the 

emotion doesn’t fester, but instead offers you energy, intuition, aliveness and fuel 

for your journey. 

  

Right Effort starts with acknowledging the bad habit you’ve been in, and that you’ve 

received one or several payoffs for having this problem in your life.  

 

Right Effort ends with a conscious choice that you’re going to move beyond that 

payoff, to instead embrace and honor your fear, by learning how to feel it in an 

honest way.  
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SECTION 2: PART 2. THE 5 THINGS TO DO REGARDING 

FEAR/ANXIETY, AND HOW 
 

Here’s exactly what to do, to forever change your emotional climate around fear / 

anxiety. 

 

BEFORE WE GET STARTED, AN IMPORTANT OVERVIEW:  

 

Remember our mathematical equation? Suffering = Discomfort x Resistance  

 

What you’re going to do is, instead of stopping your resistance, which is so 

ingrained that asking you to do that will only set you up for failure.  

 

Instead, you’re going to start something new --a new great habit-- so every time you 

do it, you’ll feel successful.  

 

Your new great habit, is summarized in a new mathematical equation.  

 

The first part is, All That You Want, which includes but isn’t limited to: Energy, 

Intuition, Aliveness, Fuel for Your Journey, Freedom, Peace, Caring, Consideration 

and Flow…here it is: 

 

All That You Want = Discomfort x Embracing 

 

I’m about to outline my 5 best tips on learning how to embrace your fear. 

Embracing is your new Right Effort, leading to your new great habit. Every time you 

find yourself practicing any of these tips, you’ll feel like you’ve taken a successful 

step toward gaining all that you want, and more.  

 

With this equation in mind, here’s our list of 5 things TO do, and how.  

1. Ask Great Questions   
 

The unexamined life is not worth living. —Socrates 

 

All learning starts with essential curiosity, and asking yourself great questions.  
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WHY WE SHOULD DO THIS 

 

A man walked past the Buddha on the street and stopped in shock, taken aback by his 

light. Incredulously, he asked the Buddha, “What are you, a god?” 

 

The Buddha said no. 

“A wizard?” Again no. 

“A man?” No. 

“Well, then, what are you?” 

 

The Buddha replied, “I am awake.” 

 

The quality of your life is actually determined by the quality of the questions you 

ask yourself, every day, on any subject.  

 

Here’s the reason why; in the late 1400’s it was said that Knowledge is Power. The 

world however, has evolved. Far more accurate today is; Awareness is Power.  

 

Awareness is powerful because without it you remain unconscious, merely in a 

state of reaction, repeating the same habitual patterns your whole life. With 

awareness, you instead wake yourself up to these habitual patterns, and discover 

new possibilities.  

 

And awareness is only possible, if you’re curious enough to ask yourself great 

questions.  

 

WHY THIS WILL HELP 

 

The best way to make dreams come true is to wake up –Paul Valery 

 

The moment these questions get ignited, is the moment you start to have ah-ha 

moments. You’ll become conscious of your own unique bad habits, of when and 

how you’ve been denying fear its rightful place in your life. Whenever a bad habit 

comes from your unconscious mind and lands in your conscious mind like that, 

with that action alone, often to see it is to stop it. It’s either unstuck for good or 

certainly a major step on the path to being unstuck for good.  

 

In turn, the ah-ha’s also ignite an organic curiosity on how you can apply your new 

awareness, to make better choices.  
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You’ll wonder: Can I show fear consideration instead, and let it do its thing?  

 

You’ll ask: How can I make that happen, instead of sticking to what I’ve been doing, 

which so clearly doesn’t work? 

 

All which becomes fuel in your tank, propelling you to keep up this practice.  

 

THE BONUS OF DOING THIS 

 

You’re going to engage a skill called ‘Beginners Mind,’ making it so the questions are 

all that matter, not the answers.  

 

The reason why is, consider the first question below, “what is my relationship with 

fear?” Without Beginners Mind, your answer may be; “I hate it,” then assume 

because that’s your answer right now, that you hate fear forever.  But if every 

moment you’re in Beginners Mind, the question is all that matters, and you remain 

open to an entirely new answer one minute later. And the minute after that. Each 

moment can change, and thus so too, can you.  

 

To accomplish this, approach each question every time assuming you know nothing 

about your relationship with fear. You may have some idea but drop it now, so you 

can unpack the real truth that lies ever changing, beneath your assumptions. Only 

then can you see your true habitual patterns around fear. They may be different 

and / or more easily transformed than what you imagine!  

 

Learn to do this, and you’ll have just arrived at a very deep insight and place. We 

should all be so lucky to live in Beginners Mind as often as possible. With it, you’ll 

never stay stuck in any story or belief for long, and remain an ongoing student to 

your life and all its subtle changes.  

 

ACTION STEPS 

 

Here’s a list of great questions to get you started. Certainly the first few days while 

you’re keen to forge a new habit around fear, I recommend formally sitting with 

each individual question for at least 1-2 minutes, feeling into what feels true, then 

journaling or speaking out loud your reaction. Know there are no right answers, 

only each question, and your contemplation of it.  
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These questions can also to be returned to, again and again, any moment you feel 

emotionally stuck. With Beginners Mind, you’ll find the questions to appear 

different each moment, each day, each year, each century, as will your answers.  

  

Optional Modifier (OM): When you ask yourself these questions, if it helps bring this 

home insert the word ‘current’ or ‘currently’ into each one. For example:  

 

What is my relationship with fear? 

OM: What is my current relationship with fear? 

 

INTRO QUESTIONS 

  

What is my (current) relationship with fear? (From Beginners Mind, ponder this 

question) 

Can I even find my fear? (OM: Can I currently even find my fear?) 

How does it show up in my life? (OM: How does it currently show up…?) 

Am I afraid, or am I in a state of anxiety, or --what exactly do I feel?  

How often does fear show up in my life? 

Does it also show up in other ways that don’t seem like fear at all?  

Does fear show up for me in seemingly natural or in excessive ways? 

If it’s excessive, what’s my contribution to that problem? 

Am I stuck in a habitual pattern around how I deal with my fear?  

If yes, what is my habitual pattern?  

 

THESE NEXT QUESTIONS REFLECT SECTION 1, INTENDING TO HELP YOU ACCESS 

WHAT KIND OF HABIT YOU’RE IN, THAT’S UNIQUE TO YOU 

 

Understand Fear 

 Do I try to understand my fear or where it comes from?  

 Have I had much success at figuring it out?  

 Does this effort take me any closer to feeling my fear in an honest way, or 

does it take me further away?  

 Am I aware of my Amygdala and the role it plays in my life? 

 Do I think my logical mind can negate the Amygdala somehow?  

 Do I think I am my logical mind --that it’s me and I’m it? 

 In what ways am I so much more than my logical mind?  

 Do I see what my logical mind has offered me? 
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 Do I also wish it would go away or quiet down sometimes, so I can have other 

experiences besides it?  

 Do you I have room in my life for new experiences besides my logical mind?  

 

Talk and Think about Fear 

 Do I talk and think about my fear / anxiety? 

 If yes, why do I do this? 

 To whom do I talk and think about my fear / anxiety, with? 

 How do they react to my talking and thinking about my fear / anxiety?  

 How does talking and thinking about it help me to feel less fear / anxiety?  

 How does talking and thinking about it cause me to feel more fear / anxiety?  

 When fear / anxiety shows up in my life, do I judge it or myself negatively in 

any way?  

 When I see others who are feeling fear / anxiety, do I judge them negatively 

in any way? 

 How strong is my capacity to just remain curious about the sensation of fear, 

instead?  

 Can I relinquish the need to talk and think about fear in favor of learning how 

to feel it? 

 

Control Fear 

 Do I try to control fear / anxiety? 

 If yes, where or from whom did I learn this habit? 

 How do I try to control fear / anxiety –what does that look like?  

 How much of my life has been spent, trying to control fear / anxiety? 

 Is fear / anxiety something I’ve found that I can control?  

 Do I see it as an animal or child that needs to be trained? 

 Do I see it as an enemy that needs to be fought with or gotten rid of? 

 Who’s in charge of controlling my fear / anxiety? Is it me or someone else?  

 When I have the thought that I’m in charge of controlling my fear / anxiety, 

how does that make me feel?  

 Could I ever relinquish whatever control I’ve forged, over fear / anxiety?  

 

Let Go of Fear 

 Do I try to get let go of, get rid of or in general lessen my fear / anxiety?  

 If yes, what is my style for doing this?  

 Does it work? 

 If yes, for how long does it work?  

 Does this seem like a permanent or sustainable option? 
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 Does this feel like a form of resistance to my fear / anxiety?  

 What’s my (current) greatest fear? 

 Am I willing to sit with that feeling of fear, or is it just too uncomfortable?  

 How long can I remain willing to just let my fear be, like this? 

 Am I willing to consider the wisdom that such fear, has to offer?  

 

Replace Fear  

 Am I trying to override or replace fear with something else that’s more 

positive? 

 If yes, what’s my technique for doing this? 

 Where or from whom did I learn this habit or technique?  

 What are the results that I seek by doing this?  

 Does it work?  

 Is this a permanent or sustainable option?  

 Is the wisdom of my fear, considered first, before doing this? 

 Am I considerate and inclusive of the ‘negative’ or unpleasant side of life in 

general?  

 Do I think any ‘negative’ is a mistake or sign of personal weakness that needs 

to be fixed?  

 Am I willing to show consideration, curiosity, respect, and compassion for my 

fear instead?  

 

THE FOLLOWING 2 FINAL LISTS OF QUESTIONS, ARE FOR LATER AFTER YOU 

FINISH READING THIS ENTIRE MANUAL. Remember on your own to come back 

to these. There’ll be no reminder.    

 

Questions to ask yourself after you’ve read and experienced this entire 

manual 

 What’s going on with me and fear? (OM: What’s currently going on with me 

and fear?) 

 Is my relationship with fear the best possible? (OM: Is my current relationship 

with…?) 

 What kind of relationship would I like to have with my fear? 

 How long can I remain in my body, feeling fear, before I revert back? 

 How long can I remain in flow with fear (if at all)? 

 How deeply have I committed to this new paradigm / practice regarding fear?  

 Is this practice sustainable for me? 

 How do I remember to remember, to engage in this practice?  
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 Has fear helped me feel alive today?  

 Has my willingness to feel fear, helped me achieve something today? 

 

Questions to ask yourself if you feel stuck, not moving forward in this 

practice 

 Do I have an attachment to a specific way of dealing with fear / anxiety? 

 Am I acting defensively as a way to maintain and reinforce old ways of 

dealing with it? 

 Is my relationship with fear / anxiety made of stone (fixed, unmovable) or is it 

made of water (in flow, changeable)? 

 What prevents me from forging a new relationship with fear? 

 Is it skepticism, unwillingness, habit, or maybe belief? 

 What are my (current) payoffs for keeping old patterns regarding fear / 

anxiety, around? 

 What prevents me from being in my body and feeling my fear?  

 What is my payoff for staying in my mind?  

 Am I fighting a war with my mind and too busy with that, to have any other 

experience?  

 What advice do I have to give myself regarding fear / anxiety? 

 

SUMMARY  

 

If you don’t ask yourself great questions, you have no awareness and get stuck 

repeating bad habits and patterns over and over.  

 

If you do ask yourself great questions, you break free from those bad habits and 

patterns to instead, wake up to your own unique and ever-changing relationship 

with fear. Notice in asking them, how much more you can see. Notice how any story 

or concrete that you’re in, starts to crumble.   

 

 

This is your practice. Not trying to get rid of fear / anxiety. Not yet trying to get 

along better with it. Not trying to get to peace. None of that. From Beginners Mind, 

just asking questions, and contemplating your answers. 

 

(Note: If you want to be in flow not just with fear on a deeper level, but all your emotions 

including anger, sadness, joy, eroticism and sexuality, check out the life changing; 100 

Questions to Being in Flow with Your Emotions.) 
 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/100-questions/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/100-questions/
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2. Change Your Language  
 

Here’s where you start speaking about your fear / anxiety in an entirely new way. I 

actually consider this the most important step, as it alone can be enough to turn 

your relationship with fear around.  

 

WHY WE SHOULD DO THIS 

 

Words are so important. How important? Ask yourself, what’s the first thing a 

parent would do if they wanted to stop abusing their child?  

 

They’d start speaking to them and about them differently, that’s what.  

 

Starting with a simple apology like ‘hey fear, I’ve been so dismissive and combative 

toward you, I’m sorry.’ Can you see that would soften things immediately, and the 

relationship would begin to heal right away.  

 

Keep it up, you can imagine change happens and it happens fast. 

 

WHY THIS WILL HELP 

 

All fear goes through your mental prism. Thus, it’s not the feeling that moves you, 

it’s your interpretation and judgement of the feeling. If you perceive fear as a good 

thing, you’ll appreciate the experience. If you perceive fear as a bad thing, you 

either won’t appreciate it or flat-out won’t have it. You’ll resist it.  

 

How you perceive your life then, and in this case fear, is all that matters. 

Perspective is everything. 

 

We explored earlier, the same goes for pain. For example, let’s say you get a tattoo. 

If you see the subsequent pain as bad, you’ll be in agony. If you see the pain as 

good, that perspective even turns the pain into something else entirely. It takes you 

into an altered state, making you feel so alive and present that it’s a spiritual 

experience.  

 

With fear, can you see then, why this perspective shift is so important? It has the 

power to turn a feeling of torture to instead, a feeling of aliveness.   
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Say out loud, then, “I hate my fear and will fight it my whole life.” Spend some time 

feeling what that language implies. How do you feel? Now say, “I’m learning how to 

make friends with my fear.” Which feels better?  

 

Exactly. 

 

THE BONUS OF DOING THIS 

 

Grant me the serenity 

To accept the things I cannot change, 

Courage to change the things I can, 

And the wisdom to know the difference 

 

Trying to control things you cannot control, is torture. Much easier is to control 

things you can control. Like how you perceive fear.  

 

Start to perceive fear as a positive, you’re now submitting to your life in all its many 

forms --the good and the bad. This is you, being one with it, falling in love with it all, 

instead of trying to control it. Which results in not only less fear / anxiety, but 

liberation and freedom from any rigid, consuming, unbearable need to control your 

life anymore.  

 

That madness finally ends. Serenity, finally begins.  

 

ACTION STEPS 

 

This is not about memorizing words or sentences. It’s more about adopting a 

feeling inside --a perspective shift that influences your language. Like, if you hate 

your child, you talk about them one way, ‘he’s just awful,’ or ‘he’s ruining my life.” 

But if you love your child, you organically speak very different, saying “he’s great” or 

‘he’s the best part of my life.” Can you see this perspective shift is all it takes, 

leading to new and better language around fear? 

 

Here are 4 change-your-language rules to try on, to get you started. These can be 

expressed internally, within yourself, or externally toward other people.  

 

 

 

https://www.thoughtco.com/bible-verses-about-courage-701347
https://www.thoughtco.com/bible-verses-about-wisdom-701361
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Rule # 1. Speak about fear in a nice way, as if you’re speaking about your 

beloved spouse, child or best friend.  

 

Try each sentence on, first the one on the left then on the right. Can you feel the 

difference?  

 

Negative norm: Positive re-frame: 

Fear must be conquered Fear must be savored 

Fear is the enemy Fear is an asset and an ally 

I hate fear 
I’m open to exploring a loving relationship 

with fear 

Fear sucks My life sucks right now, and I’m blaming fear 

Fear is ruining my life I’m ruining my life, by fighting a war with fear 

Fear must be overcome   
Fear can provide me the presence, to 

overcome any situation 

Fear is weakness Fear offers me great strength 

Fear is false Fear is real, it’s a part of life 

    

 

Rule # 2. No Fear Shaming! Toward yourself, and others.   

 

We all feel fear. It’s perfectly normal and natural to feel it, because it’s with us 

nearly every moment of every day. Thus, any kind of message you give that it’s not 

ok to feel fear, is not ok.   It’s called Fear Shaming, and leads to feeling embarrassed 

about merely being human. It needs to be replaced, with Fear Embracing.  

 

Here are a few examples of Fear Shaming versus Fear Embracing: 

 

Shaming Embracing 

There's nothing to be afraid of   There’s much to be afraid of 

Don’t let fear hold you back 
Don’t hold yourself back, by being unwilling 

to feel fear 

I shouldn’t feel fear I should feel fear, life is scary 

Fear is learned Fear is a normal, natural part of life 

Fear is just in my head Fear is an emotion in my body 

I need to let that go I need to let it be, it’ll sort itself out 

Don’t be afraid Do be afraid, that’s ok, if that’s what I feel 

Fear is not real This world is a scary place, isn’t it? 
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Rule # 3. When you feel fear / anxiety, create new, personal declarations that 

are inclusive, so it won’t escalate: 

 

 How interesting, I’m feeling fear right now  

 I should feel this way, life can be difficult sometimes 

 What t I’m doing is scary, so of course fear / anxiety has shown up 

 This is not a sign of personal weakness 

 My job right now, is to be afraid 

 I’m willing to just be with it, and spend some quality time with this sensation  

 What can I do, to embrace this feeling? (perhaps add an inclusive breathing 

ritual here) 

 I’m willing to stay with this feeling in an honest way, until it passes  

 

Rule # 4. Alter popular statements / cliché’s around fear. This’ll be hard to do, 

as society speaks these all the time. Be the change you wish to see though. 

 

Cliché’: Replace With: 

Feel the fear and do it anyway 
Feel the fear and do it (‘anyway’ is 

disrespectful) 

Good versus bad fear There’s no such thing; fear is just fear 

No fear Yes fear 

Don’t feed your fear Don’t resist your Fear 

Faith over fear Have faith in fear 

Fear is a prison Fear is IN prison 

Fear is a liar I’m a liar, I’m not living my truth 

Fear limits us Embrace fear, you become limitless 

False Evidence Appearing Real Fabulous Effective Advice Revealed 

 

Bonus tip: How to enlist help from friends and family: When you meet someone 

new (like fear) whom you appreciate and love, you tend to acknowledge it publicly. 

You go out on the town together, or even have a marriage ceremony. The same 

applies here. Let your friends know you’re in a new relationship with fear and you’d 

like their help to celebrate that choice.  

 

Educate them, too, and require them to be kind. When you say, “I feel afraid,” they 

should be told that the only appropriate response is either to ask a clarifying 

question or offer a simple, genuine “ok.” 
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Regardless, if someone tries to talk you out of feeling your fear in an honest way, 

which they will, your response should be one of the following: 

 

 ‘Please don’t try to talk me out of feeling my fear / anxiety. Let me spend time 

with it.’ 

 ‘Please don’t try to rush me through my emotions. They’re here for a reason.’ 

 ‘Please stop asking me to resist my fear to make you feel more comfortable. 

Let me have my experience.’ 

 

(Note: For a full dictionary going into greater detail, check out my 10-page Change Your 

Language guide.)  
 

SUMMARY  

 

How you perceive and thus talk about fear is the single most important shift you 

can make. If you have dismissive language toward fear, not only will you negate 

self-love, you’ll also deeply exacerbate your suffering. Such language only puts you 

at war with fear and thus with yourself. That war causes excessive fear / anxiety.   

 

Conversely, if you have an inclusive, loving, considerate language toward fear --

because fear is such a huge part of your life-- you’ll experience self-love. And your 

suffering will dissolve. 

3. Start a Fear Practice   
 

Your Fear Practice has already begun by asking great questions and by changing 

your language. Steps 3-5 are where you now learn, exactly, how to feel your fear in 

an honest way.  

 

It starts with another great question. The most important question of all, which is: 

what do I feel?  

 

WHY WE SHOULD DO THIS 

 

“The quality of your life is determined by the quality of your relationship with fear. And 

that relationship is entirely up to you.” --The Art of Fear 

 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/change-your-language-guide/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/change-your-language-guide/
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There are lots of great practices out there; Loving Kindness Practice, Gratitude 

Practice, Mindfulness Practice, where you cultivate such ‘positive’ attributes. Have 

you ever considered before though, what a Fear Practice might offer you?  

 

Probably not, because you feel it would cultivate fear. But that’s not what this is 

about. Having a Fear Practice is instead; cultivating an inclusive, embracing 

relationship with fear. 

 

You should do this, because the path you’ve been on regarding fear / anxiety has 

not been working for you, for anyone, and has led to many problems. This child is 

never going to please you.  

 

So why not do the opposite, and please it?  Fear is an emotion that’s meant to be 

felt. Let’s give it what it wants, which starts with first, even finding your fear.  
 

WHY THIS WILL HELP 

 

“Whatever you won’t look at it, is the key to freedom” --The Art of Fear  

 

Face your Fear people say. It’s good advice, but what does it mean? We know it 

doesn’t (or shouldn’t) mean “face it, and punch it.”  

 

Why not, ‘face it, and be curious about it.’ Turn toward your fear, and just check it 

out. Which mind you, is the polar opposite of resistance. 

 

Such a thing is called Shadow Work, a term familiar to most self-awareness 

practitioners. It’s where you spend time looking into and acknowledging your 

darkness. Without such vital work, the dark shadow of it only follows you around, 

forever.  

 

My version of Shadow Work is asking; what do I feel, as a way to initiate the search, 

then looking specifically for fear, as it’s the deepest truth laying beneath all 

darkness. Do this again and again, and what happens is --each time is you shine a 

light on it. Your fear will not be in the dark for that moment. Keep it up, take it out 

into the light more and more, and one day your fear will cease to be a dark shadow 

in your life, anymore.  
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THE BONUS OF DOING THIS 

 

Everyone wants to feel like they’re living an authentic life. It starts here. 

 

A Fear Practice will help you be 100%, you. Not just in your glory and comfort 

anymore but also your horror and discomfort all the way, because you finally 

submit to an aspect of who and what you are –you are a fearful creature-- in an 

authentic way.  

 

Animals do this. Cats, dogs and horses which we’re most familiar with, can you see 

they submit to their fear? They’re not in their heads about it, leading to judgement, 

leading to resistance. Instead they have intimacy with it. They feel it, are 

subsequently in their bodies, are moved into action, and are thus authentically 

themselves. That’s what we’re going for. 

 

Humans are more complicated than animals, of course. We don’t have such flow. 

But we do have the ability to cultivate it. Which is why starting a Fear Practice will 

not only lessen your fear /anxiety down to natural levels, but also allow you to 

finally be your most authentic self, fear and all. 

 

ACTION STEPS 

 

Start by committing to your Fear Practice the way you commit to a new puppy or a 

marriage. All great possibilities start with a commitment. 

 

Ignite this practice each morning, and / or every time you feel emotionally upset, 

and / or any time you feel compelled to address your Shadow. It consists of three 

steps in this order, and should take you only a few minutes each time: 

 

1. Do a Body Scan, asking yourself; What do I feel?  

 

Be curious; do I feel good or do I feel bad? This will allow whatever you feel, 

including fear, to make itself known. 

 

I.e. I feel bad right now. Not too bad, but more bad than good.   

 

Helpful Hints: 

 Keep a journal to record whatever you feel, every time. To start, it could just 

be a thumbs up or thumbs down, or a 1-10 rating system. Look for patterns.  
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 Remind yourself to start these 3 steps by keeping a rock in your pocket. Every 

time you notice the rock, start your practice.  

 

2. If you feel at all uncomfortable (which you will on some level because life’s 

like that), next scan your body for fear. Name out loud what it is that you feel, 

and where in your body it is that you feel it. 

 

I.e. I feel anxiety. It’s a snarl in my chest and also tension in my forehead --between 

my eyes.  

 

Helpful Hints: 

 If what you feel is physical discomfort, notice the emotional component 

adding to it.   

 Make this as simple as possible. For example, don’t get too caught up in the 

word fear. Often it doesn’t show up as what you know to be fear because 

remember, that awful feeling is usually your resistance.  Also don’t look for 

fear ‘of something,’ which tends to be a mental loop that arises from resisting 

your fear. Simply stay with your body scan, noticing only the sensation of that 

discomfort. 

 Let the right descriptive word come you, without searching for it. Know it 

may show up as just a sound, like ‘uhhhgh.’  

 

3. Notice your reaction to that discomfort. 

 

Remember Step 1, where you asked yourself great questions? Now use that 

experience to detect your current reaction toward that discomfort, as a way to 

shine the light of awareness on any current resistance.  

 

I.e. I wish it weren’t so. I hate feeling this way. I’m ignoring it and have been all 

morning.  

 

Helpful Hints:  

 It’s up to you to be fully present when you do all 3 steps. This will give you the 

best chance for full awareness, leading to full realization. 

 This practice is only about noticing. Not about fixing anything, or getting rid 

of resistance. The noticing is all that matters.   

 

Each time you do these three steps which will hopefully be often, with Beginners 

Mind each time it’ll be different. Each engagement, you’ll gain a better sense of your 
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moods, fear and reaction to it. This awareness will, over time, offer you organic and 

subtle shifts. There’s no need for big shifts, any works. Even a .01-degree shift will, 

surprisingly, create the environment leading you in an entirely new direction, 

headed toward unsticking your bad habit.  

 

SUMMARY  

 

Darkness is not the opposite of light, it’s the absence of light -Beastie Boys 

 

This Fear Practice is you, shining the light on your fear. Fear is not supposed to be 

trapped in a confined space. Putting it in the dark, only makes it dark.  

 

Engage in these three steps, instead you turn the light on, and have a brief glimpse 

of a new paradigm and view. You’re like a blind man who can now see. For that 

moment, everything changes. Do it again and again, the greater your light will 

ultimately be, and darkness will become less common. 

 

Make no mistake: The darkness never goes away entirely, because life’s like that. 

But the darkness will instead offer you great contrast, making your life more 

nuanced, rich and distinct.  

4. Get Out of Your Head  
 

Like with anything, starting a Fear Practice is at first an intellectual pursuit.  

 

You’ll use it to ask great questions, change your language, ask the ultimate 

question: what do I feel, and explore the many details of and reaction to that feeling.  

 

In all this, we’ve been appeasing this intellect. Even understanding that fear is not 

meant to be understood, is something you’ve come to understand.  

 

In steps 4 and 5 we leave this behind. Past this point, your intellect will only be used 

in limited ways. 

 

WHY WE SHOULD DO THIS 

 

To deal with your fear emotionally, you must learn how to be in your body so you 

can feel it in an honest way. This will never be accomplished though, until and 

unless you get out of your head.  You actually can’t do both- --be in your head and 
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in your body-- at the same time. There’s a mind-body connection, sure, but it’s really 

one, or the other. 

 

Consider thinking about love. It’s not the same as feeling love, where there exists an 

honest connection to that sensation in your body. Thinking about running, is not 

the same as running, where there exists a thought-free physical immersion into the 

task at hand. Thinking about feeling fear, is not feeling fear. Only you can get there, 

once your mind is off the job.  

 

The reason why is, you don’t feel fear in your mind. You interpret fear in your mind, 

and need it along for this ride on some level otherwise you’d be a tomato and 

couldn’t even read these words. Only you feel fear once you shift into the place 

where the emotion lives, which is your body.  

 

WHY THIS WILL HELP 

 

Animals don’t think about their fear. The Amygdala perceives a threat, 

manufactures fear, sends it into their bodies and that discomfort helps them react 

in intuitive, precise ways. It makes them more powerful, sharp, present and alive. 

Within 10-90 seconds after the threat is gone, fear lets go of them.  

 

Humans are more complicated. The Amygdala perceives a threat, manufactures 

fear, sends it into our bodies, and instead of feeling it and having it move us, we 

instead get to thinking about it, which is our resistance.   

 

Remember our first equation?  Such resistance then creates suffering.  

 

If you learn how to get out of your head and into your body though, the process 

goes back to being simple. There’ll be a clear distinction between your resistance to 

fear, versus the sensation of fear itself. That fear will also have a chance to flow 

into, thorough and out of your body in a natural way. 

  

You’ll still have discomfort, because after all, fear is uncomfortable. But it won’t be 

excessive and there’ll be no suffering.  

 

THE BONUS OF DOING THIS 

 

As we explored, how your mind works is; if you can’t understand love, pain or even 

a tree (actually we can’t figure out much of anything), you do the next best thing 
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which is judge; tall or short, pretty or ugly. All under your radar, that’s how you 

compartmentalize things. 

 

Get out of your mind and into your body though, judgement is gone and suddenly 

the tree is just a tree. Love is just love. And fear, is just fear. Which is why learning 

how to do this, so greatly simplifies your life.  

 

Now, it’s not like I’m not sharing any big secret. Most people crave moments of 

freedom from their incessant, judging mind. But there’s more. The subsequent 

state that you’re now in, is the stuff of legends.  

 

Imagine the trapeze artist in his head thinking about his fear, versus being thought-

free, in his body just being, doing, and feeling. He’s not fearless, he’s merging with 

his fear and that helps him be in a higher, altered performance state.  

 

This is what leaders in all fields are talking about right now. Call it ecstasis, flow or 

zone, it’s a state of what I call, mindlessness. By losing their minds, they tap into 

ultimate creativity and a chance to do what some call; bend reality.   

 

Who knew that a willingness to be in your body and feel fear, is what puts you 

there?   

 

ACTION STEPS 

 

You may be thinking; getting out of your head is easier said than done, right? 

Because of how you’ve been raised, your mind is perceived as the thing that makes 

you, you. You actually think you are your mind.  

 

Start with an understanding that there’s a difference between your brain (which is 

made up of many parts, including the Amygdala), your head (your physical head) 

and your mind. When I say get out of your head then, know it’s a cliché. What I’m 

really saying is, get out of your mind. Lose your mind. Which in this case is not a 

bad thing (wink).  

 

Now, mindfulness is getting a lot of talk these days. It puts you in a state of you, as 

subject, noticing and being aware of your mind, which is object. This begs the 

question; who exactly is the ‘you,’ that’s observing, it? There are other parts of ‘you’ 

besides your mind, yes?  
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Mindfulness is not what you’ll go for here, but explaining this helps drive it home. 

Instead of you being aware of or in this case ‘full’ of your mind, I want you to 

instead go for mindlessness, which is the opposite. I’m asking you, as subject, to 

drop your mind, like it’s an object.  

 

There are two ways to do this: 

 

1. Drop it like you drop a pen. 

 

In Zen, there’s a riddle: How do you fall down a thousand-foot-deep well? The 

answer is: You just take a step over the edge, and down you go. You just do it.  

 

In an instant, just do that now. Drop your mind like you drop a pen. No need to ask 

how or why, as that’s a form of resistance. Pick up a pen and drop it. No big deal, 

right? Now do that with your mind and become in an instant, another thing entirely, 

which is a state of awareness itself --which exists separate from what you just 

dropped. 

 

That may be all it takes. If so, likely you’ve done this before without the pen 

analogy. We all drop our minds at some point, you just might not be aware that’s 

what happens. Watching a movie gets you to mindlessness. No longer a vessel full 

of something, you become a vessel that’s instead, empty. Playing a sport. Going for 

a walk. Being on ‘autopilot’ when gardening, riding a bike, taking a shower. You’ve 

done this.  

 

Merely do this again, when you get to Step 5.   

 

2. You train and practice it.  

 

We all know you can train yourself to learn or get better and better at anything. 

Same here. The overall picture is, learning to shift from mind to body will be like 

learning to shift from work to play, or from talking to listening. Similarly, your goal is 

to shift from thinking to feeling. Keep this in mind as you try these exercises. Do 

many of them with your eyes closed. 

 

 Focus on your breathing. Think about it first, then shift to instead, becoming 

it, then being it. 

 Do a ten-minute slow, walking meditation, each step saying; empty mind, no 

mind. Empty mind, no mind. 
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 Dance freely. 

 Have sex, lose yourself in it.    

 Feel the mood of your favorite music, rather than listen to the words. 

 Do a sport that you’re familiar with, at the highest level you can do it. 

 Because your senses lie in your body, many of the remaining suggestions are 

about hearing, touch, taste, sight, and smell. Fear (hint hint) is your sixth 

sense: 

 Listen to the sounds of water falling. Hear it fully, nothing else but that 

sound.  

 Listen the sounds of the world around you; the dog barking, the pop of the 

window expansion, the refrigerator running. Become those sounds.  

 Touch the soft fur of your cat or dog’s belly. Take your time savoring every 

sensation. 

 Be aware of sensation in parts of your body; Arm. Nose. Finger. Any 

judgement of those parts or sensations, means you’re in your head. Remain 

only about awareness and what each body part feels. 

 Notice if you feel warm or chilly. Pain or no pain. Only notice. If judgement 

creeps in or a desire to get a sweater or turn on the AC, start over and just 

notice.  

 Smell first, then taste your food slowly. Be all about the flavor of that 

experience.    

 Observe another person talk, move and react.  Watch them without 

judgment for as long as possible. 

 

Come up with your own ideals as well. Notice with each practice, every time your 

mind comes back and takes over again usually with some form of thought, story or 

judgement. This is interesting and important. Then shift out of your mind and back 

to practicing, again.  

 

--- 

 

Bonus Insight: If either of these two tips don’t work, if you remain resolute that, “I 

just can’t get out of my head. I can’t, I can’t!’ here are two possible stuck places: 

 

1. This is your attempt to maintain your resistance, so as to keep your payoff for 

having this problem around. If this is the case, consider viewing the entire list of 

payoffs, found here, and really hone in on yours. Or come back to this practice 

another time, when you’re more motivated. 

 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/list-of-payoffs-for-keeping-your-problem-around/
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2. As you know, whatever you resist, persists. You’re not just at war with fear, but 

also at war with your own thoughts and mind. This is a problem I also help folks 

address, but not in this manual. My quick advice for now though, is instead of trying 

to control, manipulate or shut up your mind, find a way to give it the same respect 

and consideration that you should give fear. Do this, and similarly, it will let go of 

you. To accomplish this, consider my one-week program called; The ABC’s to Feeling 

Emotion, or work with me privately.   

 

SUMMARY  

 

You simply must drop your mind, in order to have another experience besides it. 

Especially if you want to feel your fear, this is something you must be able to do.   

 

It can happen in an instant, with a shift. Athletes are great at this. Or, this is 

something you must train.  

 

Either way, shifting into a state of mindlessness is one of the most important 

practices of your life. It’ll not only help you to feel your fear / anxiety in an honest 

way, leading you to have more natural, simplified experience with that emotion. It’ll 

also offer you the greatest chance to live a full, rich life, rather than being limited to 

one perspective or intellect.  

5. Get Into Your Body    
 

How you best honor fear, is you learn how to feel it in an honest way. The place 

where it lives is in your body, so you must visit this place in order to make that 

happen.  

 

WHY WE DO THIS 

 

That thing you won’t deal with? That discomfort you keep resisting? Accessing it, 

then feeling it in an honest way, is your key to freedom.  

 

Now, to be clear, we’re talking about fear as it exists today, not ten years ago. You 

don’t have to re-live any story or trauma to access your fear. That's in the mind, and 

the past is the past. That undealt with fear from long ago may still be there, but it 

exists today in a new way.  

 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/the-abcs-to-feeling-emotion/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/the-abcs-to-feeling-emotion/
https://www.kristenulmer.com/private-sessions-with-kristen/
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This is also not about exploring ‘fears’ --as in fear of this or that like panic attacks, 

rejection or failure. Only in your body is the sensation, right now. That’s all that 

you’re concerned about accessing. Then spending some quality time, feeling that 

current sensation. 

 

You do this because, this ignites your new emotional intelligence paradigm, where 

much like with any child that finally gets such undivided attention and exactly what 

it needs, it will calm right down.  

 

WHY THIS WILL HELP 

 

In the perfect system, fear is an emotion that’s meant to flow into, through and out 

of your body in between 10-90 seconds, then let go of you. It sticks around longer if 

the perceived threat remains present. However, the greatest perceived threat of all, 

is your learned resistance, making it stay with you until you cease such behavior. 

 

If learn instead, this new great habit, you’ll re-boot that more natural, perfect 

system, such that the fear / anxiety will be gone very quickly the way nature 

intended. Keep it up, eventually the Amygdala and subsequent fear will know that 

you mean business, and your fear / anxiety will more permanently resume down to 

natural levels. 

 

THE BONUS OF DOING THIS  

 

Too often, the Body is little more than a life-support system for your mind or a 

storage facility for your repressed emotions. It’s an underutilized, overlooked 

resource --the intelligence of which is unmistakable. Your heart pumps blood 

without thought. As a child you learned to walk without asking, “Do I start with my 

left or right foot?” This is the wisdom of your Body. Did you know that a woman 

who is brain-dead can still grow a baby?  

 

Here, we give it a much-needed promotion. To consider how important this is, 

because it changes more slowly, do you know your body is more who you are than 

the mind? Also try this cool trick: Slump your shoulders and say, “I feel great.” Now 

throw your hands in the air and say, “I feel miserable.” Which wins: what your mind 

says or what your body does?  

 

The list goes on and on. Your body is where intuitive wisdom lies. Tap into all your 

senses, including your sixth sense which comes from fear, and ask your body 
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questions like “Should I marry this person?” or “Is this the right career for me?” Be in 

your body to answer the questions and you can tap into what you really feel. You 

can trust what you find there to be 100% truth. 

 

It gets even more exquisite. What you feel, did you know, is who and what you are 

right now. Who and what you are is ‘cold, right now.’ Or sad: ‘I’m sad right now.’ 

Now ‘in love.’ And on and on. It’s all you, and it’s all true. When you’re attuned to 

your body, you can simply feel what you’re feeling in every moment and, every time 

you ask the question, trust the answer to be your truth. Since your body exists in 

the moment it doesn’t distort reality, and therefore never lies. 

 

All this makes the journey from your head to your body what you’re meant to do 

with your time here on earth. We humans are put here for one reason: to feel. So, 

when you ask yourself ‘what do I feel’ leading to even a moment of allowing 

yourself to feel it, that’s all you need to be and feel fully alive.  

 

ACTION STEPS 

 

It comes up all the time so let’s address this first; you may want to use this practice 

to accept your fear. That’s not what you’re going for. Consider my niece, who at age 

fourteen was already five feet ten inches tall. Accepting that she’s tall is passive, and 

a cop-out. It reeks of ‘I’d rather not be, but there’s nothing I can do about it,’ or ‘It is 

what it is.’ 

 

Honoring her tallness is more proactive. There’s awe and celebration of it, and 

excitement to thrive because of it, not in spite of it. Honoring it means taking up 

basketball, becoming a model, pulling her shoulders back, and having a swagger as 

she walks down the hallway. 

 

With that confirmed, I’d like you to take the next step in a big, all-the-way way. Not 

going for mere acceptance, this is what honoring fear looks like: 

 

You’ve just finished the third step of your new Fear Practice, where you become 

aware of your reaction to your fear. If there’s resistance, often to see it is to stop it.  

 

(Note: If this doesn’t occur, consider signing up for my live, interactive, group phone calls, 

so I can provide you with a personalized Resistance Practice to help you address this 

further.)   
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Now, add the following fourth step to your practice, which will take an additional 

few minutes, (or longer at first if your resistance is really ingrained).  

 

4. Feel your fear, without trying to get rid of it. 

 

Start by recognizing that Fear is not going to show up in a way that you like. It’s an 

uncomfortable feeling, that’s just how it is. 

 

Now live the current answer to your question ‘what do I feel’ by closing your eyes, 

and just feel that feeling, like you would feel love in your heart or pain in your belly. 

Do this without any resistance, in an embracing way, all the way. Even be intimate 

with it, as if you were a great lover. It hurts doesn’t it?  

 

And here’s the key. You must do this without any goal in mind. You’re not doing this 

to get rid of it in any way. Fear is too smart for that. It’s just more resistance. This is 

just about being empty of any kind of judgement or agenda, and just about feeling. 

Just be where you are, and feel what you feel. 

 

Keep it up for 10-90 seconds, or 5 minutes, or 30 minutes, or 60, however long it 

takes until the sensation runs out of energy and starts to dissipate on its own. This 

is your practice.  

 

A few tips to help you go all the way:  

 

 This is not a time to put the Rocky theme music on and give it everything you 

got. Your will is not going to work here. This is subtler than that.   

 

 Notice if you want to get rid of excessive fear / anxiety, and you want to do it 

today. This approach will not work. Instead, say to yourself, “today it’s not 

going to happen. I’m not going to get rid of my suffering today.” This’ll put 

you in the right mindset to practice this, properly.  

 

 I get that you crave a new relationship with fear, and care a lot about getting 

it right. But the solution can be as simple or as complicated as stepping into a 

river. If you try to push the river or swim upstream, that gets complicated, 

fast. Much more effective, is to wade out and let this process take you where 

it wants to go. Just feel your fear, and see what happens.  
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 Reminder always and forever, this needs to be a physically embodied 

experience. Like, if you want to ride a bike. Thinking about what it would feel 

like to ride a bike, reading a manual on how to ride a bike, talking with a 

therapist about riding a bike, won’t be anything at all. You have to physically 

ride the bike, in order to get the experience.  

 

 It must be a fully embodied experience too, or else it’ll be unsatisfying. Like 

with visiting Paris. Unless you’re fully present, feeling the wind on your face 

and majesty of the city in your heart, it means nothing at all. Integrate and 

immerse yourself though, then you are really there. 

 

 Finally, savor this practice, like a baseball game. Watching highlights is great, 

but most people find it less enjoyable than watching the whole game. There 

are peaks, valleys, lulls, bursts, disappointments, thrills, and in this, the game 

becomes truly worth watching. Even when things seem boring, you’ll find 

they’re not once you really start paying attention.  

 

A few tips to enhance the feeling itself:  

 

 Take a big breath into your fear. When you breathe out, make a noise that 

matches the feeling. 

 Move your body however your fear wants to move. If it wants to shake, 

shake. If it wants to squirm, squirm.  

 Wherever you feel your fear, put your hand there. Spend your time feeling 

into that spot.  

 Breathe into the different parts of your body where the discomfort lives. 

Keep doing this, one location at a time, until you’ve given each spot your 

undivided love and attention. 

 Take it deeper. Notice the difference between ‘feeling my fear’ which 

suggests separation between you as subject, and fear as object. Now try on 

‘being my fear,’ which is more intimate. -To do this, imagine being thirsty. 

Now, imagine that it grows and grows until you become the thirst. Every cell 

in your body is the thirst, until you no longer exist. Now try the same with 

fear. 

 Take your heart (not your mind) and merge it with fear, imagining toast and 

jam, or batman and robin. You’ll know when you’ve got it right. 

 Have a love affair with your fear. Engage in a radically intimate —even 

erotic— dance of giving and receiving of love to and from that sensation. 

Look to great flamenco or salsa dancers for inspiration. Watch them move 
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together. See how they interact. Now do this with your fear, as if no one’s 

watching. This is a great, first step toward having your fear, help you come 

alive.   

 

Bonus: Are you really in your body?  

 

 During the body scan portion of this practice, when you ask ‘what do I feel?’ if 

you respond, ‘I think I feel…’ you’re not there. You’re starting out this practice, 

still in your head.  

 If there’s ever judgement, you’re not in your body. You’re back in your head.  

 If you’re trying to get to any kind of solution or realization, you’re still in your 

head.  

 If you’re trying to understand what you feel, or why you’re feeling fear in 

general, you’re in your head. Fear doesn’t need to be attached to a reason. 

It’ll just be there.  

 If you’re thinking about a past trauma or where the fear comes from, know 

the body has no recall of past or future. What you feel in your body, exists 

only in this moment. You cannot feel in the past. Only once you’re in your 

body, only can you feel what you feel, today.  

  

Note: If any of the above happens, especially if you’re a super heady person, that’s 

normal. Just go back to the beginning of your Fear Practice and start over. Breath 

into your body for a spell to make the shift, and re-do your body scan, asking the 

question ‘what do I feel.’ See what happens next. With Beginners Mind, every 

moment being a new moment, keep doing this again and again until it seems 

obvious that you’re in your body. Once there, continue all the steps all the way 

through until you feel your fear, without trying to get rid of it.   

 

Last thought: 

 

Step by step…I can’t see any other way of accomplishing anything. --Michael Jordan 

 

In the human world, we see lots of right angles. In all of nature, there is no such 

thing as right angles. Things grow only in gradual transformation. Remember that. 

Also remember that changing a bad habit is a matter of doing something at least 20 

times. So, stop looking for a right angle, and go for gradual. 20 times at a minimum, 

it’s the way you’re designed to grow.  
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This is how you get to know your fear better and better without working hard, 

processing, forcing anything, or trying to understand. Just find, then feel your fear 

when it shows up, for as long as it takes. The rest will take care of itself. 

 

SUMMARY  

 

Congratulations. No longer focused on thinking or trying to understand your fear, 

you’re now in the business of feeling your fear. Your body is where this emotion 

becomes authentically available to you, both the fear showing up anew and the 

recirculating fear showing up again, in this moment. 

 

When you spend some time honoring it by feeling it, your fear / anxiety will run its 

course and let go of you. Keep embracing it in such a way, and your excessive fear / 

anxiety over time, will no longer persist.  

 

It will instead flow like nature intended into, through and out of your life like water. 

You’ll have natural levels of fear / anxiety in your future, not based on your level of 

resistance anymore. Instead that flow will be based merely on your life choices and 

level of risk you choose, moving forward.  

 

The madness of your fear / anxiety problem will be in your past.  

SUMMARY FOR SECTION 2 
 

You’ve just been provided with a Fear Practice that includes these action items: 

 

 Ask yourself great questions, as a way to become aware of your unique 

resistance patterns toward fear. 

 Change your language to include and embrace this emotion, in a considerate 

way. 

 A few minutes a day, up to several times a day, engage in a 4-step practice 

that includes getting out of your head and into your body, allowing you to 

access and feel your fear in an honest way. 

 

These will address and resolve your excessive fear / anxiety problem in a 

permanent way. Whether you engage in these practices or not, is up to you. If you 

choose not to engage, know that you’re not yet ready, and you’re looking to keep 

the payoff that you get for keeping your problem around.  
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CONCLUSION OF MANUAL 
 

The earthworm pokes its head out of the dirt and sees another earthworm staring right 

at him, and immediately falls in love. 

 

“Marry me!” he exclaims.  

 

To which the other earthworm replies, “I can’t, silly. I’m the other side of you.” 

 

This manual has been a resource for you to not only permanently end any fear / 

anxiety problem you face, but also fall in love with yourself again and again.  

 

I hope you enjoyed it, and I hope you get a kick out of your new Fear Practice. While 

you continue to get it down, consider accessing further great content from me, 

found here on my website. Plus, someday work with me live! I can answer any 

lingering questions that you have, plus who knows? Together I’d also like to 

someday help you tap into the great energy, intuition and aliveness that’s found in 

your deeply misunderstood emotion, called fear.  

 

 

 

https://www.kristenulmer.com/product/

